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‘Transport networks that 

encourage walking and 
cycling will support the 

vitality and sustainability 
of communities, adding 

to the state’s liveability, 
as well as boosting 
economic growth’ 

- SA Government  
(Integrated Transport and Land Use Plan) 
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The purpose of this Walking and Cycling Plan is to enable people of all ages and abilities across the 
Town of Gawler to choose walking and/or cycling as a regular day-to-day activity for transport or 
recreation, and further promote the Town of Gawler as a unique, vibrant and accessible tourist 
destination. 

During the preparation of this Plan, the Vision for walking and cycling was identified as: 

‘Gawler residents choose to walk and cycle more often for transport, local errands, health and 
enjoyment. Tourism in the region is enhanced by the provision of local and regional walking and 
cycling routes.’ 

This Plan was developed by undertaking an extensive analysis of the existing walking and cycling 
environment (through demographics, site visits, and data) and integrating this information with 
guidance from Council members, staff, stakeholders and the community. This process helped identify 
the barriers to walking and cycling uptake and opportunities to enhance the walking and cycling 
environment for all residents across the Town of Gawler.  

The Plan establishes the long-term (ultimate) walking and cycling network, as well as 10-year Action 
Plan for priority works. The recommendations made in this report are based on safety, connectivity, 
permeability, amenity, access for all abilities, tourism and planning for future growth. 

Recommendations within this plan apply to both Council-owned and State-owned assets, meaning 
that some works will require partnering with the State Government to complete.  

The top 5 priority works identified include: 

• Connecting the Jack Bobridge Bikeway to Gawler Bike Hub;  
• Connecting the Stuart O’Grady Bikeway to Gawler Bike Hub; 
• Connecting the Bike Hub to the River Shared Path Network; 
• Improving access and safety to and from Schools; and 
• Undertaking a Wayfinding Strategy to install directional signage to key destinations - i.e. Bike 

Hub/Visitor Information Centre, Train Stations, Shops/cafes, and the River Shared Path 
network.  

Additional Priorities for walking and cycling in Gawler include: 

• The ongoing upgrade and widening of footpaths and footbridges; 
• Improving safety at busy road crossings, squeeze points and roundabouts; 
• Connecting the suburbs of Reid, Willaston and Hewitt; 
• Connecting the new growth areas; 
• Completing the Gawler Greenway; and  
• Fill in missing links in the network.  

This Plan is intended to be a live-document that is reviewed every five years for reassessment of works 
and prioritisation. 
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2. INTRODUCTION 
A walking and cycling friendly city is one with less noise, cleaner air, healthier citizens and a stronger 
economy. It’s a city that is a nicer place to be in, where individuals have a higher quality of life, 
accessibility is high and there is a simple route from thought to action to participate in social, cultural, 
work and leisure activities.  

Active transport (a form of transport that involves physical activity) is therefore not a singular goal but 
is an effective tool to create a vibrant city with space for diversity and development. It supports our 
liveability status by taking pressure off the congested road network, reducing noise and pollution, 
increasing the health of the community, and supporting a zero-carbon future.  

2.1 Strategic Alignment 
The Town of Gawler Walking and Cycling Plan Update seeks innovative and practical actions to build 
on the existing networks and vision outlined in the 2008 Walking and Cycling Plan. The Update will 
build upon previous works and reflect new legislation, standards and guidelines, council priorities, 
future growth areas and key Council Town Centre Masterplan initiatives.  

This Plan has therefore been prepared in support of key projects and strategies outlined across a suite 
of strategic documents as illustrated below. A summary of the key documents relevant to this Plan are 
provided in Appendix A. 

 
Figure 1: Strategic document alignment 
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3. THE FUTURE OF WALKING AND CYCLING IN GAWLER 
3.1 Visions and Objectives for Walking and Cycling in Gawler  
The overarching vision: ‘Gawler residents choose to walk and cycle more often for transport, local 
errands, health and enjoyment. Tourism in the region is enhanced by the provision of local and regional 
walking and cycling routes.’ will help achieve the following objectives for walking and cycling in 
Gawler: 

• There is a safe, convenient and connected network of on-road cycling, and off-road walking 
and cycling routes that cater for all ages and categories of pedestrians and cyclists; 

• Quality of life of Gawler residents is enhanced by the many social, environmental, health and 
economic benefits of walking and cycling; 

• River and Rail shared path corridors act as the backbone of the walking and cycling network. 
They are both recreational and direct routes that provide access around and through the 
township, and are connected to the on-road network; 

• There is a supportive culture of walking and cycling in the community;  
• Gawler is well-known for Cycling Tourism; and  
• More people use dual-mode transport, e.g. walk or cycle to the train; 

3.2 The Challenge of Increasing Active Transport 
Increasing the number of walking and cycling trips to, from and within the Town of Gawler is 
achievable. For round-trips less than two kilometres, walking is the preferred mode of transport 
although bikes can easily be used for short trips. For trips longer than two kilometres, cycling is ideal 
as it reduces congestion and pollution and takes pressure off motorised transport networks.  

Cyclists and pedestrians need to feel legitimate, safe and supported. Cyclists are particularly 
vulnerable where they share the road with moving vehicles. Research shows that in most cities, over 
half of the population is interested in cycling, but have some reservations about doing so (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2: The four types of cyclists and potential cyclists (source: City of Melbourne Bicycle Plan 2012-2016). 

As displayed in Figure 3 (overleaf), there are various factors that influence walking and cycling uptake. 
A number of these factors (health, mobility & fitness, distance, time & terrain, climate, and luggage) 
cannot be influenced through this plan. It is therefore important to focus on the factors than can be 
influenced and ensure that when residents do choose to walk or cycle their journey is safe, pleasant 
and convenient.  
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The key challenges that the Gawler community face include, balancing the regional through traffic 
with a safe local walking and cycling network for users of all ages, confidence levels and abilities, and 
finding ways to move people from cars to active transport modes where possible. 

 

 

Figure 3: Factors that impact active transport uptake 
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4.  THE TOWN OF GAWLER: A SNAPSHOT 
The Town of Gawler is the northernmost Local Government Area of Metropolitan Adelaide and has a 
population of approximately 23,034 (2016 census). The Council area shares boundaries with the City 
of Playford to the South and the Light and Barossa regional Councils to the North. The peri-urban 
landscape of the township acts as an interface between metropolitan and regional Adelaide.  

Covering over 41km2, there are a number of differing urban forms and land use characteristics within 
the Council Area (see Figure 4). The South-Western precinct is predominantly rural with large blocks 
of land for ‘rural living’ and agricultural purposes. The Northern component of the Council Area is 
largely residential and is concentrated around the Town Centre. Residential precincts directly 
surrounding the Town Centre are well established and feature a number of state and local heritage 
items. 

    

Figure 4: Town of Gawler Land Use Map 
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The overall population density of the Town of Gawler is 5.5 persons per hectare, which is significantly 
low density. However, the established areas around the Gawler CBD boast a more compact and 
walkable urban form when compared to the rest of the Council Area. There are six train stations within 
the Town of Gawler (Gawler Central, Gawler Oval, Gawler, Evanston, Tambelin and Kudla) which make 
up the final stops of the Gawler Central Line from the Adelaide CBD.   

Compared to Greater Adelaide, the Town of Gawler hosts a significant portion of residents under the 
age of 19 (25.4%), and conversely there is a high percentage (37%) of residents over 60 years of age 
(see Figure 6 overleaf). Often people in these age groups rely on active transport modes such as 
walking and cycling to meet daily needs, and are therefore important to consider in the review of the 
2008 plan.   

In terms of travel behaviours, 2016 census data indicates that the private car is still the dominant 
mode of travel to work. The share of residents commuting to work via car (as a driver or passenger), 
however, has declined since 2006 from 84% to 76.2% in 2016. Despite this decrease in car travel, 
walking and cycling make up a very small percentage of the mode share with only 1.7% of residents 
walking to work and 0.2% cycling. These figures show a decline in walking and cycling since 2006 where 
3% of residents walked to work and 0.3% cycled.  

The share of employed residents who work in the Town of Gawler has also declined since 2006, from 
32% to under 25% in 2011 (see Figure 5). This may explain lower walking and cycling rates as the 
number of residents living within comfortable walking/cycling distance of their workplace has 
reduced. A significant portion of the local workforce live outside the Town of Gawler (57%) making 
walking and cycling connections between neighbouring councils an important part of this plan review. 

 Figure 5: Town of Gawler self-containment and self-sufficiency 
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Figure 6: Town of Gawler Demographic Summary 
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4.1 Growth Areas and Development  
The Town of Gawler has seen significant population growth, with an additional 4,121 residents 
between 2006 and 2016 (21.8% growth over 10 years). This is due to the expansion of the urban 
growth boundary in 2007 which saw various areas earmarked for greenfield development within and 
surrounding the Council Area. 

Figure 7 illustrates the key residential growth areas within the vicinity of the Town of Gawler as per 
the 30-Year Plan for Greater Adelaide. While there is significant growth expected within the southern 
and eastern areas of the township, there are also large areas to the north such as Roseworthy and 
Concordia which are outside of the council area but will rely on the Gawler town centre for various 
goods and services.  

 

Figure 7: 30-Year Plan Growth Areas 

A number of these growth areas are planned and/or currently being developed (refer Figure 8). These 
developments have potential to add up to 23,000 additional residents within the council area and an 
extra 18,000 on the border of the neighbouring Barossa Council. This could result in up to a total of 
64,000 persons accessing the Gawler town centre for goods and services. 

Some of these growth areas, such as the Springwood development, have well-planned walking and 
cycling connections which are included as part of this Plan. These growth areas are accompanied by a 
proposal for a future ‘Gawler East Link Road’ which will service the new developments on the east of 
the township.  The masterplans and supporting documents for the current and future developments 
have been reviewed and included in the proposed walking and cycling networks and any traffic and 
transport related projections and proposals have been considered.  A summary of these Master Plans 
is provided in Appendix B. 
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Figure 8: Current and future growth areas 
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‘Against the backdrop of 
a growing population, 
the highest ever obesity 
levels and significant 
environmental 
challenges – cycling 
offers a wealth of 
benefits.’ 
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5. THE CURRENT WALKING AND CYCLING ENVIRONMENT  
Although considerable works have been undertaken to improve the Walking and Cycling Environment 
in Gawler, there are still significant gaps in the network that result in barriers to walking and cycling 
uptake. This chapter summarises key findings from site visits and data analysis. Additional detail on 
the data used to inform this chapter is provided in Appendices C and D.   

5.1 Review of the 2008 Walking and Cycling Plan  
Since the 2008 Walking and Cycling Plan was adopted, The Town of Gawler has implemented a 
significant amount of walking and cycling infrastructure along the river corridors. Observations 
indicate that these shared paths are popular, and the investment has resulted in a significant uptake 
of people walking and cycling for enjoyment. However, further work is needed to connect these paths 
to useful destinations in and around the township and position walking and cycling as legitimate 
transport choices.  

Since 2008 there has been changes in Council and Traffic Act legislation, the development of an 
Integrated Urban Design Framework and Town Centre Masterplan, rapid residential growth and 
associated development, all combining to make a review of the 2008 Walking and Cycling Plan a 
necessity.   

On-street bicycle lanes have been installed on Hill Street, the southern end of First Street, parts of 
Second Street and Fourth Street. These streets were not a recommendation of the 2008 plan. They 
run parallel to one another and do not form part of a cycling network. It is assumed that these have 
been installed as a traffic calming measure by visually reducing the width of the road with line marking.  
Bicycle symbols (sharrows) have also been installed on some of the roads in Reid and Gawler East. 

Some arterial roads have bicycle lanes or sealed shoulders that provide space for cyclists. However 
there are critical gaps in the main road cycling network, most notably along sections of Main North 
Road, Ryde Street, Twelfth Street, Lyndoch Road.  
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5.2 Site Visits: Issues, Barriers and Observations 
Three site visits were conducted to review the walking and cycling environment throughout the Town 
of Gawler. These site visits aimed to assess the safety, coherence, directness, comfort and 
attractiveness of key cycling routes and walking networks. Site visits were undertaken on the 16th & 
18th June and 19th July. 

5.2.1 Walking Issues, barriers and observations 

 The key re-occurring issues, barriers and observations for pedestrians were: 

• Many footpaths are narrow (less than 1.2m wide) 
• There is a lack of wayfinding around the township, particularly to train stations and shared 

paths, 
• Several footbridges are too narrow for cyclists and pedestrians to share, 
• There is temporary footpath clutter in commercial areas (i.e. sandwich boards, shop displays), 
• There are permanent footpath obstructions (i.e. stobie poles) in narrow footpaths, 
• Kerb ramps are non-compliant in some areas, 
• Some wide commercial driveway crossings result in a long pedestrian crossing distance, 
• Many busy road crossings without safe pedestrian infrastructure,  
• Severance created by rail corridors, and 
• There are poor quality walking links around railway stations.  

 

Figure 9: Some key issues for pedestrians (refer Appendix C for additional) 
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5.2.2 Cycling issues, barriers and observations 

The key re-occurring issues, barriers and observations for cyclists were: 

• There is a lack of wayfinding around the township, particularly to train stations and shared 
paths, 

• It is unclear how to ride from/to the Stuart O'Grady Bikeway and the Jack Bobridge Bikeway, 
• There is a lack of space for cyclists on arterial roads, 
• There are squeeze points at intersections, 
• It is difficult to cross busy roads,  
• Most footbridges are too narrow, and 
• There are many informal/un-sealed paths. 

The key issues are illustrated and spatially represented in Appendix C. Issues occurring on the State 
road network are differentiated and will require liaising with DPTI for resolutions.  

 

Figure 10: Some barriers to cycling (refer Appendix C for additional) 

5.3 Existing Footpaths 
Figure 11 (overleaf) illustrates existing footpath provision and widths across the council area. 
Footpaths within high areas of pedestrian activity, such as the town centre are a minimum of 1.5 
metres wide. In most residential areas, footpaths generally range between 1 and 1.49 metres wide, 
however, some paths are less than 1 metre wide and some precincts with low traffic volumes do not 
have footpaths at all.  

Recently the Town of Gawler has increased the minimum footpath width to 1.5 metres across the 
Council Area, and footpath widening is to be rolled out incrementally across the entire township. The 
2017-2027 Walking Network will act as a guide for Council in prioritising this roll-out.  
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Figure 11: Existing Footpath Widths 
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5.3.1 Cycling on footpaths 

Traditionally, the road has been for motor vehicles and the footpaths for pedestrians, leaving no space 
for people to ride a bike. In 2015, amendments to the South Australian Road Traffic Regulations have 
made it lawful for people of all ages to ride on footpaths, unless a sign prohibits cyclists from doing 
so. 

This amendment is of particular benefit at locations where a bicycle lane or path suddenly terminates 
or there is a squeeze point in the roadway, allowing cyclists to avoid a potential hazard. It is anticipated 
that this rule will encourage more people to cycle for short trips (to shops, school etc), who would 
otherwise feel intimidated by traffic. Fast and confident cyclists are less likely to use footpaths, except 
in particularly hazardous situations. 

While these amendments significantly enhance the flexibility of cycling journeys, there are rules that 
cyclists must follow when riding on footpaths. This includes keeping to the left where possible, giving 
way to pedestrians and other footpath users and warning other users with a bell to avoid danger. 
There are often concerns that there will be conflict between cyclists and pedestrians, particularly the 
elderly, hearing impaired and/or fragile pedestrians who feel intimidated by a cyclist approaching. 

Cycling on footpaths should not be seen as an alternative to providing cyclist infrastructure, as 
footpath cycling is generally inconvenient, can create conflict with pedestrians and may place cyclists 
out of clear sight-lines from motorists. However, these changes make footpath provision and 
maintenance important. Footpaths can be converted into shared paths with widening, which should 
be a consideration in key locations that may have high cycling demand but a lack of space for 
infrastructure. 
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5.4 The BikeDirect Network 
Figure 13 illustrates the current BikeDirect cycling network in the Town of Gawler and it’s surrounds. 
BikeDirect identifies a strategic network of connected bicycle routes across the Adelaide metropolitan 
region, administered by the State Government. A majority of these routes (those displayed in solid 
coloured lines) do not provide any cycling infrastructure, resulting in cyclists sharing the road space 
with (often busy) vehicular traffic. 

 

Figure 13: Existing BikeDirect Network - Town of Gawler and Surrounds 
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5.5 Safety and the Road Network  
While cyclists have the same rights and responsibilities as other road users, they are more vulnerable 
when travelling on the road. Both cyclists and motorists need to consider each other and share the 
road safely.  Motorists are legally required to leave a one metre gap when overtaking cyclists on a 
roadway with a speed limit of 60km/h or less, and a 1.5m gap when the speed limit is more than 
60km/h.  

Traffic speeds and volumes are two core factors that impact on the safety for vulnerable road users 
such as pedestrians and cyclists. Streets with less traffic and slower speeds move at a human pace and 
contribute to a more enjoyable walking or cycling journey where all transport modes are balanced. 
Where possible, the on-street walking and cycling networks should coincide with these safer and more 
enjoyable street environments. 

The traffic data available for the Town of Gawler was reviewed to assess which roads are appropriate 
for inclusion in the cycling network, in terms of traffic speeds and volumes. This process identified the 
roads that would require separation and the roads that are suitable for cyclists to share with traffic. 
In summary, all DPTI arterial roads require separation, as well as the following Council roads: Julian 
Terrace, Reid Street, Calton Road, Para Road and Dawsons Road. 

5.5.1 Traffic Data: speeds and volumes 

An examination of the Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) and speed zone data for State and Council 
road networks was undertaken and summarised below (refer to Appendix D for visual representation).  

DPTI Road Network 

• The Main North Road corridor south of Redbanks Road comprising Main North Road, Murray 
Street, Bridge Street, Adelaide Road, Main North Road south, north of Gawler Bypass, is the 
most heavily trafficked corridor with current AADT volumes ranging from 15,700-22,000 
vehicles per day (vpd) and speed zones ranging from 50-60km/hr; 

• Lyndoch Road and Main North Road north of Redbanks Road (Horrocks Hwy) are the second 
most heavily trafficked with current ADDT volumes of 13,700 vpd and 10,800 vpd with a speed 
zone of 50Km/hr; 

• The Jack Cooper Drive, Ryde Street, OverWay Bridge Road, Twelfth Street corridor is the third 
most heavily trafficked corridor with current AADT volumes ranging from 6500-10700Vpd and 
speed zones of 80km/hr on Jack Cooper Drive; 

• The Redbanks Road/Mallala Road corridor has a current AADT volume ranging from 7800-
9200vpd with a speed zone of 50km/hr; 

• Angle Vale Road has a current AADT volume of 3900vpd with a speed zone of 80km/hr west 
of Karbeethan Reserve and 60km/hr east. 

These State owned and maintained roads are arterial roads that generally carry the highest volume of 
vehicles throughout the Council Area. They are direct routes without practical low-volume alternatives 
and therefore appropriate infrastructure is of utmost importance for the safety of pedestrians and 
cyclists.  
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Council Road Network 

Calton Road (4200-6350 vpd), and the Julian Terrace/Whitelaw Terrace /Reid Street/Light Square 
corridor (7400-14,800 vpd) are the most heavily trafficked local streets. In addition, Calton Road has 
a speed zone of 80km/hr east of Sunnydale Road, and the Julian Terrace/Whitelaw Terrace /Reid 
Street/Light Square corridor is a heavy vehicle bypass of Murray Street. Speed zones on the non-
developed sections of Coventry Road, Stebonheath Road, Hillier Road and Dalkeith are 80km/hr.  
Other Council roads with considerable traffic volumes are:  

• Para Road east-3320vpd; 
• Dawson Road-2530vpd; 
• Coventry Road north /Clarke Road-1570-1830vpd; 
• Potts Road-2100vpd; 
• Hillier Road east -2180vpd; 
• Paxton Street-2850vpd; 
• Haines Road-2130vpd; 
• Dawkins Avenue-1550vpd; 
• Murray Street-1720vpd. 

5.5.2 Pedestrian and Cyclist Collisions 

To help identify specific hazardous locations, pedestrian and cyclist collision data for the period 2010-
2016 (from DPTI) has been examined.  Collision locations are show in Figure 14 and Figure 15 and key 
findings are discussed below: 

• A total of 18 accidents involving collisions between vehicles and pedestrians were reported in 
the 6-year period as shown in Figure 14; 

• A total of 25 accidents involving collisions between vehicles and cyclists were reported in the 
6-year period as shown in Figure 15; 

• The majority of accidents were at intersections; 
• Accidents were predominantly on the DPTI arterial road network suggesting exposure to 

higher vehicle volume and speed is a key risk factor; and 
• A total of seven pedestrian accidents and seven cyclist accidents were reported on the local 

road network. 

Pedestrian Crash Locations 

Murray Street and Bridge Street between Main North Road and Adelaide Road has the highest 
accident rate for pedestrians given increased pedestrian activity levels within the town centre 
precinct. Pedestrian safety in this area should be a high priority. Other sites recording significant 
numbers of pedestrian accidents include at the Todd Street/Whitelaw Terrace/Reid Street 
roundabout, a heavy vehicle moderate volume route just west of the town centre precinct.  

A total of 3 serious pedestrian injuries were recorded over the 6-year period. A serious injury was 
noted on Julian Terrace North of Bridge Street where traffic volumes are high. The pedestrian actuated 
crossing on Adelaide Road just south of Potts Road also recorded one serious injury involving a 
pedestrian, with inattention being recorded as the probable cause in police reports. A serious 
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pedestrian injury was also recorded on the Adelaide Road exit ramp at the Gawler Bypass interchange 
adjacent to Trinity College, suggesting a pedestrian was not using the grade separated crossing. 

Cyclist Crash Locations 

Adelaide Road has the highest accident rate for cyclists, most notably at the roundabout at Sixth Street 
and junction at Twelfth Street, possibly related to squeeze points at these intersections. Murray Street 
and Bridge Street between Main North Road and Adelaide Road has the second highest accident rate. 
Three cyclist accidents were reported on Main North Road north of Murray Street and on Barossa 
Valley Way west of Union Street at uncontrolled T Junctions. Calton Road also had three reported 
cyclist accidents at the High Street and East Terrace intersections where limited sight distance a steep 
gradient and moderate vehicle traffic volumes are possible risk factors.  

Two serious cyclist injuries were recorded at the Todd Street/Whitelaw Terrace/Reid Street 
roundabout, a heavy vehicle route used to bypass the town centre.  
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Figure 14: Crash locations involving pedestrians (2010-2016) 
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Figure 15: Crash locations involving cyclists (2010-2016) 
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5.6 Tourism and Regional Routes 
Although not currently actualised, Gawler is well-placed to capitalise on both recent and planned 
major walking and cycling projects across the broader region. These include the Jack Bobridge Bikeway 
(Barossa to Gawler), the Stuart O’Grady Bikeway, the Gawler Greenway and the Town of Gawler’s 
future Visitor Information Centre Bike Hub.   

5.6.1 The Jack Bobridge Bikeway  

The Jack Bobridge track involves 40km of shared path, connecting Angaston to East Gawler through a 
number of Barossa townships and wineries. Currently the shared path network terminates 1.3km 
short of Councils eastern boundary near Sunnydale Drive. Connections to the Gawler Town Centre are 
required as currently cyclists directed along either Calton road or Barossa Valley Way/Lyndoch Road 
(two high volume roadways without cycling infrastructure) to access the town centre. 

 

 

Figure 16: From Barossa by Bike Brochure 

 “Gawler is the final destination on the Jack Bobridge Track, where heritage charm meets 
contemporary conveniences to create a thriving retail and commercial centre. An extensive linear path 
follows Gawler’s natural river corridor, and a short distance away is the Northern Expressway and 
Stuart O’Grady Veloway to Adelaide. Gawler Railway Station is the terminus of the Jack Bobridge 
Track”. – Barossa by Bike Brochure 

Concordia Land Management have proposed an off-road route shared path extension within its future 
development. Although this section of the Bikeway does not fall within the Town of Gawler, it will 
ultimately link the Gawler Township to the Barossa via an off-road path. The date for construction is 
not known, however it is recommended that the Town of Gawler liaise with the Barossa Council and 
Concordia Land Management to ensure that it links into the Gawler Walking and Cycling Network and 
provides connections form the existing Jack Bobridge Way.   
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5.6.2 The Stuart O’Grady Bikeway 

 
Figure 17: Entry point to the Stuart O'Grady Bikeway (Weaver Road / Two Wells Road) 

The Stuart O'Grady Bikeway is a 23km shared path following the eastern boundary of the Northern 
Expressway. The bikeway currently extends from the corner of Two Wells Road and Weaver Road, just 
outside of the Town of Gawler, to the junction of the Northern Expressway and Port Wakefield Road. 
The proposed extension of the bikeway as part of the DPTI Northern Connector construction will see 
the shared path extend 16km to the Salisbury Highway Junction.  

5.6.3 The Gawler Greenway 

The Gawler Greenway is a long-term vision by 
the State Government for a cycling route and 
improved access to public transport extending 
from the Adelaide CBD to Gawler. The 
alignment typically follows the Gawler railway 
line. 

The route is substantially completed between 
Regency Road and the Adelaide Parklands (to 
North Adelaide Station) and connects to the 
Adelaide Railway Station via bike lanes on War 
Memorial Drive. When completed, the 
Greenway will link into several key cycling 
routes including the Dry Creek Trail, Little Para 
River Trail, Jack Bobridge Track and the Stuart 
O’Grady Bikeway. 

Works to complete the remaining sections of 
the Greenway are not currently planned by 
DPTI. However, the proposed route forms part 
of the Gawler Walking and Cycling Network 
and Council can commence sections as 
required. 

Figure 18: The Proposed Gawler Greenway Route (from DPTI website) 
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5.6.4 Gawler Bike Hub 

 

Figure 19: A Bike Hub in the UK 

The Town of Gawler have recently completed a Bicycle Hub at the Visitor Information Centre, Pioneer 
Park. The Hub provides maps, information, bicycle hire, repair stations and showers. This will further 
position Gawler as an ideal stopover or resting point for Bikeway users seeking shopping, meals, 
accommodation and other activities.  In addition, the bike hire facility will encourage day trips around 
the Town of Gawler for both residents and visitors. 
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6. STAKEHOLDER AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 
6.1 Stakeholder Workshops 
The success of the Gawler Walking and Cycling Plan 2017-2027 relies on understanding the issues and 
opportunities within the current network from a user perspective, as well as it’s alignment with 
Councils strategic vision. A strong sense of ownership by key user groups and stakeholders is also 
essential to ensure that the network is safe, continuous and legible. 

Two workshops were undertaken by the Town of Gawler, InfraPlan and Civil & Environmental 
Solutions which presented key findings to date and reviewed the issues and opportunities identified 
from the site visits. Both workshops were held at the Gawler Administration Centre on 14 July. 

The first workshop involved representatives of the following stakeholders: 

• Town of Gawler Council Staff;  
• City of Playford Council;  
• Light Regional Council; 
• Barossa Council; and 
• Barossa Regional Development Agency.  

The second workshop involved the following key user groups: 

• Town of Gawler Council Staff;  
• Gawler Wheelers;  
• Heart Foundation Walking Group; 
• Gawler Bushwalkers; and 
• Bicycle Institute of South Australia (BISA) 

Both workshops followed a similar agenda which opened with a presentation of the findings to date 
including a demographic comparison, implementation of the 2008 plan, traffic and safety data as well 
as the preliminary issues and opportunities as identified on site visits. This was followed by a 
collaborative workshop intending to draw upon participants local knowledge and interests to assist 
with the identification of key issues and opportunities to address in the 2017 Plan.  

Some reoccurring themes outlined by workshop participants included:  

• There is a lack of wayfinding throughout the township; 
• The Jack Bobridge trail terminates near the eastern Council boundary – connections are 

required into the Town Centre and the future Bike Hub; 
• The Stuart O’Grady bikeway is difficult to access and needs to be linked to existing shared path 

network; 
• There is a lack of cycling facilities to, from and around schools;  
• There is lack of footpath connectivity and various unsafe intersections around Gawler Green 

and Gawler District School Precinct (Tulloch & Barnett Roads); 
• Access to Trinity College is difficult and hazardous – particularly across Main North 

Road/Gawler Bypass; 
• Lack of permeability across rail corridor between Reid and Willaston; 
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• Preparation is underway for increase in cycling tourism – including future cycling hub and end 
of trip facilities; 

• Gawler Greenway development - should be completed in conjunction with rail electrification; 
and  

• Access to train stations is confusing and difficult. 

  
Figure 20: Stakeholder Workshop Photos 

6.2 Elected Members Workshop  
An Issues Paper was prepared that included all findings and analysis to inform the Draft Walking and 
Cycling Network, 2017-2027.  This was presented to Elected Members in September, with feedback 
shaping the Draft Report for Consultation. 

6.3 Community Consultation 
This section is to be compiled upon completion of consultation on the DRAFT Plan   
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7. PLANNING THE WALKING AND CYCLING NETWORK 
Street design has long been focussed around motorised transportation. This has resulted in an 
imbalance in our streets, where cyclists and pedestrians are often squeezed out. Streets are an integral 
component in the urban landscape, they are not just isolated corridors to move cars as quickly as 
possible; they are places for people.  

 

Figure 21: From the "Streets for People" Compendium 

7.1 Planning for Pedestrians 

7.1.1 Types of cyclists 

There is not an average pedestrian, facilities must be designed to accommodate people of all ages and 
abilities. Pedestrians include young children, seniors, people wheeling prams, wheelchair users 
(battery or motorised), runners/joggers, people with a vision, hearing or cognitive impairment, 
skaters, and people with limited walking ability or an injury.  Designing universally for people with a 
disability is beneficial for the enjoyment, amenity and safety of all pedestrians. 

School Children  

Children have less experience and cognitive ability than adults and are among the most vulnerable of 
pedestrians.  High volumes of traffic at schools during arrival and pick-up times can lead to hazardous 
conditions, such as reduced sight distance, confusion and inconsistent driving behaviour as a result of 
vehicle congestion, queuing, unorganised high turnover parking areas and lack of traffic controls.  
Schools generally provide assistance with road crossing at the school gates during start and finish 
times, but additional crossing assistance is required further afield. 

Seniors 

Localities that have significant populations of seniors and popular destinations within walking distance 
should provide for the specific requirements, as well as preferred walking conditions for this group.  
This may include upgrades of footpaths and pedestrian crossings, seating, rest areas, lighting, shade, 
and artwork that tells local stories and encourages social interaction. 

People with a disability 

The Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (DDA) requires that every area open to the public should be 
open to people with a disability.  People with a disability should expect to enter and make use of places 
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in the same way that people without a disability can. Therefore, the design, construction and 
maintenance of walking infrastructure and access facilities must meet the needs of all users, including 
those with various disabilities.  

While people with different abilities may have common needs, such as safe and unrestricted paths of 
travel, they can also have competing needs.  For instance, the use of tactile surface indicators generally 
benefits people who are vision impaired, yet they may cause discomfort to a person in a wheelchair.  
In most situations, it may prove to be best practice to resolve conflicts as they arise within appropriate 
contexts. 

The following design principles are reflected within the proposed network and have been developed 
in consultation with a range of peak body representatives, organisations and individuals and are 
extracted from the DPTI, ‘Guidelines for Disability Access in the Pedestrian Environment’: 

• Safe and Accessible for all; 
• Simple, Logical and Consistent; 
• Well aligned and Clear of obstruction; 
• Smooth and Accessible Ground Surface; 
• Bigger, Brighter and Bolder; and 
• Monitor and Maintain. 

7.1.2 Walking Infrastructure and Facilities 

The walking network needs to provide convenient links between destinations and neighbourhoods 
along the safest and most pleasant routes. Generous footpath widths, safe road crossings at desire 
lines, regular seating, lighting and attractive landscaping all contribute to an active, vibrant and 
healthy town environment. The walking network should connect people with shops, schools, train 
stations, bus stops, recreational facilities, the river corridors and other neighbourhoods.  

The Town of Gawler walking network needs to effectively integrate safe and enjoyable walking 
facilities along and across roads and trails to form a continuous network. The network should seek to 
prioritise pedestrian movement where appropriate and be universally designed, enabling pedestrians 
of all abilities to easily and safely navigate the built environment by foot, wheelchair, pushing a pram 
or wheeling luggage. Characteristics of a prioritised pedestrian environment include: 

• Reduced traffic speeds; 
• Well-connected networks with continuous footpaths and road crossings; 
• Well distributed access to public transport; 
• Places for social interaction - to meet, stay and sit; 
• Signage/way-finding; 
• Well-maintained, unobstructed paths without overhanging foliage; 
• Shade and shelter where appropriate, i.e. awnings and trees; 
• Paths, ramps, steps and kerb ramps that meet Australian Standards; 
• Path widths that accommodate anticipated pedestrian volumes; 
• Road crossings located at practical locations and at frequent intervals guided by proximity of 

destinations; 
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• Traffic signals or pedestrian refuges on busy, wide roads where possible; 
• Waiting times of 60 seconds or less at all signalised crossings with high pedestrian volumes, 

and 90 seconds maximum at other locations; and  
• Adequate lighting. 

Footpath provision 

Footpaths and road crossings provide the basic means to walk from one destination to another. They 
should be continuous, well-maintained, unobstructed and clear of overhanging foliage. The width of 
the footpath needs to accommodate for expected pedestrian volumes and reflect adjacent land uses. 
The table below provides guidance on clear desirable widths based on Austroads Guidelines. It is 
important that additional space is provided for other features such as lighting, signs, seating, bicycle 
parking, outdoor dining and planting. 

Situation  Desired width  Comments  

High pedestrian 
demand  

2.4m (or higher 
based on demand)  

Generally commercial and shopping areas.  

Average pedestrian 
demand  

1.5m (1.2m 
minimum)  

1.0m absolute minimum at a squeeze point.  
Clear width required for one wheelchair.  

Low pedestrian 
demand  

1.2m -1.5m 1.0m absolute minimum at a squeeze point.  
Clear width required for one wheelchair. 

Shared Path  2.5m to 4m  Refer design toolkit.  
For wheelchairs to pass  1.5m to 1.8m 

(desired minimum)  
Allow for a wheelchair and a pram to pass (1.5m 
minimum, 1.8m comfortable).  
Narrower width (1.2m) can be tolerated for short 
distances.  

For people with other 
disabilities  

1.8m to 2.0m  Provisions for differing abilities can, at times, cause 
conflict.  

 

 
Figure 22: 1.5m wide footpath (Wells Pl, Evanston Gardens) 

 
Figure 23: Wide footpath, Murray Street 
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7.2 Planning for Cyclists 
Cycling related research and the design of cyclist infrastructure has been rapidly evolving, with surveys 
Australia-wide showing that feeling unsafe due to traffic speeds and volumes is a key reason for lack 
of cycling uptake. This plan aims to encourage more people to cycle more often, and focuses on 
providing stronger separation between vehicles and bicycles on busy roads and providing low-traffic 
bikeways that are practical alternatives to busy roads.  

7.2.1 Types of cyclists 

Cyclists have different levels of confidence and capabilities and will choose to cycle for different 
purposes. Individuals may choose to cycle for transport or recreation, and at differing levels of 
intensity as displayed in Figure 24.  A good cycling network caters for the differing purposes of a cycling 
trip and varying skill levels.  

 

Figure 24: Types of Cycling and Cyclists 
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7.2.2 Cyclist Infrastructure and Facilities 

A Design Toolkit is provided in Appendix E, which provides detail on the various types of infrastructure 
that can be adopted.  

The cycling network for the Town of Gawler is identified to be on local roads where possible and if on 
busy roads, provides stronger separation between vehicles and cyclists.  The network is seamless, with 
safe road crossing points at logical locations (refuges or signals), and supporting infrastructure such as 
bicycle parking and wayfinding signage is provided at appropriate locations. 

 Traffic volume 
(vehicles per day) 

85th percentile 
Traffic Speed (km/h) 

Cyclist facility <3000 3000-
5000 >5000 <40 40-50 >50 

Mixed traffic (Sharrows)         

Consider separation (off-road or bike Lanes)         

Separation (off-road or enhanced bike lanes)         

 

The 2017-2027 cycling network includes the following key infrastructure components: 

Greenways & Shared Paths 

These are off-road routes that are used for commuting as 
well as recreation and are therefore highly trafficked by 
pedestrians and cyclists. They include shared paths along 
the river and rail corridors, and links where possible 
within the road verge. These paths create a safe off-road 
backbone for the Town of Gawler’s Walking and Cycling 
Network.  

 

Local Road Bikeways  

These routes are located on residential, low-traffic 
streets, where Shared Lane Marking (Sharrows) is all that 
is required to direct cyclists along the route and indicate 
to motorists that it is a cyclist street. Sharrows assist 
cyclists with lateral positioning and wayfinding, and alert 
motorists that they are on a designated cyclist route. This 
treatment is recommended on routes where traffic 
volumes are less than 3,000 vehicles per day and traffic 
speeds are 50km/h or less.  
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Main Road Routes  

These include the arterial roads maintained by DPTI. Although not preferred by cyclists due to their 
high traffic volume and speed, there is often no alternative route. Bicycle Lanes, Enhanced Bicycle 
Lanes, Protected Bicycle Lanes, Sealed Shoulders or off-road paths are required to separate vehicles 
and cyclists. The degree of separation generally dependant of traffic speed, volume (refer to Design 
Toolkit, Appendix E for guidance). Currently these routes consist of sealed shoulders which give cyclists 
some degree of separation on parts of Main North Road, Adelaide Road, Gawler Bypass and the Sturt 
Highway.  

 
Figure 25: Enhanced Bike 

Lane 

 
Figure 26: Protected Lanes 

 
Figure 27: Sealed Shoulders 

 
Figure 28: Cycle path in verge 

Road Crossings 

Where a route on the cycling network crosses a road with more than 5,000 vehicles per day, safe 
crossing infrastructure is recommended. This can be in the form of a cyclist refuge, signalised 
intersection or pedestrian actuated crossing. Figure 29 illustrates a typical central median refuge and 
Figure 30 illustrates a concept where a staggered Local Road Bikeway crosses a busy road. 

A cyclist refuge provides a protected space for cyclists to wait before crossing a road. They can be on 
the left side of the road to provide a waiting space before crossing a road or in a central median to 
enable a busy road crossing to be undertaken in two stages.  

 

 
Figure 29: Typical Median Refuge 

 
Figure 30: Median refuges at staggered local road bikeway 
 

Safety at roundabouts  

Roundabouts are a relatively safe form of intersection for motorists, but result in a higher rate of 
crashes for cyclists. In the past, Australian roundabouts have been designed as ‘tangential’ which 
direct cyclists to the edge of the lane while motor vehicles remain in the centre at higher speed.  
Serious cyclist collisions have occurred at the roundabouts at Redbanks Road / Dawkins Avenue / 
Weyland Road and Tod St / Whitelaw Terrace / Reid Street and these should be assessed in detail for 
safety improvements. 
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Figure 31: Cyclist and vehicle conflict zone at a roundabout. 

 
Lighting 

For cycling to be considered a legitimate transport option, particularly as an alternative to the car for 
short journeys, it must be promoted as an around-the-clock opportunity, rather than just a day time 
activity.  It must be realised that cycling journeys will be made after dark, particularly during the winter 
months when daylight hours are reduced.  It is recommended that all off-road paths be assessed for 
the need for lighting and rolled out strategically, starting in high-use areas. 

Bicycle Parking 

Safe and secure bicycle parking is required that is appropriate to the land use. Rails for short-term 
parking can be out in the open, near the entrance to the destination and in an area of passive 
surveillance.  Longer-term parking for students and employees should be preferably under-cover and 
provided in a more secure location.   

 

Figure 32: Bicycle parking rails (short-term 
parking) 

 

Figure 33: Bicycle cage (long-term 
parking) 

 

Figure 34: Typical bicycle pod (parking and 
additional facilities) 
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Signage 

Wayfinding signs and pavement stickers are discussed in Section 8.5 and Section 9.2.  Other signs that 
are required are Regulatory Signs in accordance with Australian Standards, along Bicycle Lanes and 
Shared Paths, see images below. 

 

 

 

 

 

Quick Wins 

There are numerous cost effective and simple solutions that make a big difference for cyclists.  These 
include improved road crossings (median refuges), route wayfinding signage and logos/Sharrows, high 
rotation maintenance schedule of cleaning leaf debris on shared paths, and promoting shared path-
user etiquette. 
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8. THE WALKING AND CYCLING NETWORKS 2017-2027 
The long-term (ultimate) walking and cycling network is illustrated in Figure 44. This is the long-term 
vision for walking and cycling in Gawler and seeks to address all issues and barriers identified in the 
plan. To achieve this long-term vision, priority works have been recommended for implementation 
within the next ten years (priority projects) are illustrated on Figure 43. Indicative costings and timing 
are provided in the 10 Year Action Plan (Section 11).  

The key projects listed in the Action Plan are described below. 

8.1 Connect the Jack Bobridge Bikeway into Gawler Township and the Bike Hub 
There are two routes for the connection from the Jack Bobridge Bikeway to the Bike Hub and Murray 
Street as follows: 

1. On-road Route. This route utilises the existing sharrow linemarking along the quiet local street 
network south of Lyndoch Road.  Median refuges are provided where the route enters onto 
Lyndoch Road, and protected bicycle lanes are recommended for the section of Lyndoch Road 
from East Terrace to Murray St.  Liaison will be required with the Barossa Council to link up 
the Jack Bobridge Bikeway to Sunnydale Avenue. 

2. Off-road Route.  This route will be a superior route for tourism and recreation as it will be all 
off-road.  However, it relies on the proposed construction of a shared path within the 
Concordia Development.  It is recommended that the Town of Gawler provide a connection 
from Concordia, along the rail line to Murray Street. This connection would continue across 
the rail line and to the Bike Hub via a new path in Pioneer Park.  A short link is also included 
to link to the Shared Paths in Clonlea Park.  
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8.2 Connect the Stuart O’Grady Trail into Gawler Township and the Bike Hub 
There are two proposed routes to connect the Stuart O’Grady Bikeway to the Bike Hub and Murray 
Street.  

1. On-road Route.  This is a direct on-road route for fast, experienced cyclists as it runs along 
some busy roads with high traffic speeds.   

2. Off-road. This route utilises the existing shared paths as much as possible and would be 
suitable for recreation, tourism and people who prefer off-road routes.  

 

8.3 Connect the Bike Hub to the River Shared Path Network 
Direct connections to the Shared Path network are provided from the Bike Hub to Clonlea Reserve 
and to the South Para River at Cameron Street as a part of connections to regional routes. 

8.4 Safer access to and from Schools 
Some of these works are high cost items but critical in enabling students to walk or cycle to and from 
School at Trinity College, The Gawler and District College and Xavier College.  They include traffic 
signals at Adelaide Road / Tulloch Road, shared path links, a refuge crossing on Main North Road 
(Bacton Street to Second Street), sharrows along the local road network.  

Other Schools will have improved access as part of other priority works, such as: 
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• The Jack Bobridge connection – improves access to Gawler East Primary School and Immanuel 
Lutheran School, 

• The Stuart O’Grady connection – improves access to the Gawler Primary School, and 
• Connections to new growth areas – improves access to Evanston Gardens Primary School. 

8.5 Wayfinding Strategy and Map Production 
A Wayfinding Strategy is recommended that will identify the cyclist and pedestrian decision points 
throughout the network and hence, locations for signs. Signage will be required to the Bike Hub & 
visitor information centre, train stations, key Bikeways, activity centres, Reserves, recreational 
facilities, cafes/shops, WC’s, schools and any other useful destinations identified. All signs must 
comply with the relevant Australian Standards. The route name, destination and length in kilometres 
and/or minutes to major destinations is recommended as it will assist cyclists in choosing the route.  

A walking and cycling route map of the Town of Gawler and surrounds is also required for distribution 
as hard copy, available for download and as an interactive mobile App. 

 
Figure 35: Basic directional signage 

 
Figure 36: Directional signage, primary route,   

Figure 37: Route markers  

      
Figure 38: Typical pictograms for fingerboard signs 

8.6 City-wide upgrade and widening of footpaths and foot bridges 
Unlike a cycling network comprising a series of routes, every street with a footpath forms part of the 
walking network. A strategy that reflects demand, land use, access to public transport and local 
demographics has been prepared as the Town of Gawler’s walking network 2017-2027 shown in Figure 
39 (overleaf). Proposed shared paths and crossings have been adopted from the updated bicycle 
network to highlight efficiencies in streamlining improvements for both transport modes. 

Main street hubs, bus routes and key links have been identified as providing for high and average 
pedestrian demands as per Austroads Guidelines.  All remaining streets in the network serve a lower 
pedestrian demand.  In addition to the footpath dimensions recommended, it is important that in 
particular areas additional space be provided for features such as lighting, signs, seating, outdoor 
dining and planting. 

Additionally, three footbridges have been identified for upgrading within the next 10 years. They are 
in the areas where the highest pedestrian and cyclist volumes occur, and widening is required for 
shared use. The locations include: South Para River at Whitelaw St; South Para River at Fourteenth St; 
and Para River at Bright Street 
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Figure 39: Pedestrian Focal Areas 
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8.6.1 Footpath upgrades - prioritisation 

Pedestrian activity areas in the Town of Gawler are generally confined to the Murray Street Town 
Centre precinct and surrounds, Adelaide Road and the two activity centres surrounding the Super 
School precinct along Main North Road. Foot traffic is also generated from the six train stations within 
the council area and the schools, however these would facilitate lower levels of pedestrian traffic 
when compared to commercial land uses. 

The pedestrian focal areas displayed in Figure 39 were determined by these land uses and their 
appropriate walking catchments – such as 400m around schools and 400-800m around train stations 
(representing a 5-10-minute walk). As walking is considered a complementary mode to public 
transport use, safe and convenient walking links to bus stops and train stations will play an important 
role in encouraging residents to make more active and sustainable transport choices.  

Where multiple catchment areas overlap, a heightened level of pedestrian activity is expected. This 
has resulted in four key pedestrian focal areas, including the Town Centre, the Gawler Station precinct, 
the Tulloch Road/District School precinct and the Tambelin Station precinct. These should be priority 
areas for any future improvements to pedestrian infrastructure within the Town of Gawler.  

Pedestrian focal area 1: Town Centre Precinct  

Recent pedestrian improvements in the Town of Gawler have focused on the Town Centre precinct. 
While most footpaths are now 1.5m or wider, there are a number of high volume walking routes - 
such as those linking to train stations, the Rivers shared path network and educational facilities - that 
have footpaths below 1.2m wide, or none at all.  

This precinct is a central public transport node for the Town of Gawler, with two train stations and a 
dense cluster of local service bus stops. The provision of high quality walking infrastructure in this area 
is therefore critical for accessibility and the comfort of existing and potential public transport users.  

This focal area also demonstrates a lack of permeability between the suburb of Willaston and the train 
stations. While the rivers shared path network improves permeability, access is not always intuitive, 
making wayfinding critical.  

For example, Google Maps currently recommends a 1.7km walking route along the road network 
between Weaver Drive and Gawler Oval Station. However, as the crow flies, the station is only 270m 
away. This can act as a deterrent for visitors and first-time users who are unaware of the pedestrian 
links through the shared path network which can reduce the walking distance to 520m (refer to Figure 
40).  

Council can inform Google of the location of shared paths throughout the Town of Gawler via the the 
Google Map App. 
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Figure 40: Google maps recommended walking route does not consider existing shared paths 

Pedestrian focal area 2: Gawler Station Precinct  

This precinct includes the more established and historic areas of Gawler, and has generally consistent 
footpath provision, but they are very narrow, and often only on one side of the road. Currently, all 
footpaths in the area are less than 1.5 metres wide, and many are below 1.2 metres wide.   

A number of train services to the Town of Gawler terminate at Gawler Station, making walking 
infrastructure in this area important. The retail commercial establishments along Adelaide Road 
further stress this importance as it should be easy for residents to walk from the train station to a local 
shop, and then home along a safe and seamless pedestrian network.  

Pedestrian focal area 3: Tulloch Road/District School Precinct  

This precinct is home to a number of recent developments such as the Gawler & District College and 
Gawler Green Shopping Centre. Footpath continuity in the area is currently ad-hoc due to various 
developer contributions that stop at the property boundary and have not been integrated or extended 
to meet the existing network.  

The street network in this precinct has developed to accommodate bulky scale land uses - such as the 
schools, large shopping centres and the race course, which make pedestrian connectivity and 
permeability generally low. Furthermore, these land uses generate significant volumes of vehicular 
traffic throughout the day.  
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It is important that footpaths are provided at the appropriate widths (refer Section 0), on all routes 
between the school precinct, Evanston train station and the shopping centres. This will help ensure 
the safety of all school children and encourage walking, cycling and the use of public transport to get 
to school.   

Pedestrian focal area 4: Tambelin Station Precinct  

While this precinct is less developed than other pedestrian focal areas in the Town of Gawler, a 
demand for pedestrian connections is generated by the Tambelin train station and the two schools 
(Evanston Gardens Primary and Trinity College). 

Trinity College is the largest school in the Town of Gawler with over 2,000 students commuting from 
within and outside of the council area. Therefore, connections between the school campus and 
Tambelin station are vital. Currently, the high speeds and volumes of traffic on Main North Road and 
the Gawler Bypass act as a significant barrier to students commuting to school via the train. While 
there is an existing underpass, it is often perceived as inaccessible and requires additional wayfinding 
and lighting.  

Areas with poor footpath provision  

There are four broadly defined areas within the Town of Gawler that currently have poor footpath 
provision. In these areas, a majority of streets have no footpaths, creating a poor walking environment 
where pedestrians are forced to share the road space with vehicular traffic. These include:  

• Gawler East, North of Calton Road and East of Cheek Avenue 
• Gawler South and Evanston Park, along the Eastern Council boundary  
• Hillier, Buchfelde, Reid and Gawler West along Jack Cooper Drive and Two Wells Road 
• Willaston, at the Northern Council boundary 

These areas are generally on the outskirts of the Town of Gawler and are some distance away from 
train stations and existing pedestrian activity areas. Most precincts, however, are in close proximity 
to residential growth areas.  

Any future improvements should therefore focus on connecting the proposed growth area walking 
networks to existing pedestrian activity precincts. Strengthening the walking environment in these 
areas will ensure that new and existing residents are able to comfortably walk to various destinations 
across the council area.   
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8.7 Safe road crossings and improved cyclist squeeze points 
There are numerous road crossing improvements and assessments recommended throughout the 
township ranging from median refuges, roundabout upgrades to traffic signals. Many of these are on 
roads owned and maintained by DPTI, and therefore it is recommended that Council meet with 
relevant DPTI staff (Metro Traffic Operations and Infrastructure Planning Services) to discuss part 
funding of these projects. 

It is recommended that all roundabouts in the Town of Gawler be assessed for safety design 
improvements. Of particular safety concern is, the Redbanks Road roundabout (which has sufficient 
space for a shared path bypass, refer Figure 41), and the Tod Street/ Whitelaw Terrace roundabout 
which carries higher speed traffic due to its generous carriageway widths to allow for it being a heavy 
vehicle bypass.   

Bridge Street South is a DPTI road that directly links Murray Street to Adelaide Road over the South 
Para River. It is a severe squeeze point for cyclists as the width of the bridge is narrower than the roads 
either side and the bicycle lanes terminate just south of the bridge.  Although a high-cost item, a 
pedestrian/cyclist bridge is recommended adjacent to the road bridge that connects into the River 
Shared Path network, refer Figure 42. 

 
Figure 41: Concept for cyclist bypass of Redbanks Roundabout 
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Figure 42: Proposed pedestrian/cyclist bridge adjacent Bridge St South 

8.8 Connect Reid, Willaston and Hewitt 
Permeability between Reid and Willaston will be improved by identifying the appropriate local road 
network with sharrows and wayfinding, and the provision of a link over the Roseworthy Rail Line. 
Access to the Hewett centre (Light Regional Council), will be improved with a shared path link and 
pedestrian refuge crossing on Main North Road. 

8.9 Connections to Growth areas 
The Gawler Town Centre, Springwood, Evanston Gardens, Evanston South, Gawler East and Concordia 
have all been considered for integration into the future walking and cycling network.  Council will be 
required to provide Developers with the future walking and cycling network map, and regularly liaise 
and direct them to ensure high quality connectivity. 

8.10 Gawler Greenway 
The Gawler Greenway will form an important north-south off-road spine for walking and cycling in 
Gawler. It is recommended that Council meet with DPTI to discuss Councils commitment to walking 
and cycling with a view to coordinate the shared path construction with the future electrification of 
the Gawler Line works.    

8.11 Missing Links 
Walking and cycling networks must be seamless to ensure the safety of their users. Currently there 
are a number of minor missing links in the footpaths and cycling infrastructure networks. For details 
see Section 11.   
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Figure 43: Priority 10 Year Actions. Refer to Action Plan for details.  
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Figure 44: The Long-term Walking and Cycling Plan 
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9. SUPPORTING WALKING AND CYCLING 
In addition to the physical walking and cycling networks 2015-2020, there are a number of additional 
actions that Council can do to encourage and increase active travel. This section details a number of 
recommendations for Council. 

9.1 Walking and Cycling Promotion 
Cycling promotion seeks to encourage people to start cycling or to encourage existing riders to cycle 
more often. Promotion can take many different approaches, from mass-market advertising that 
reaches a wide audience, to programs delivered to a target market such as a specific demographic, 
location or business. Promotion can be quite cost-effective at changing behaviour, especially when 
the built environment is bicycle-friendly. 

Cycling promotion that focuses on achieving specific behaviours such as commuting by bicycle can be 
an effective way of leveraging major investments made in infrastructure. What starts as an isolated 
behaviour such as commuting to work by bicycle once a week, can lead to permanent behavioural 
change. 

Examples include: 

• Support ‘Ride to Work and Walk to Work Days’, by providing a free breakfast at the Bike Hub; 
• Use social media to promote cycling and spread the news of new and upgraded routes. 
• Continue to support and promote the various walking and cycling community groups; 
• Promote the Gawler bike hub as a key node for information – bike hire etc. 
• Continue to collaborate with DPTI on the ‘Way2Go’ program, by identifying primary schools 

which can become involved in the program, and budgeting and resourcing to assist with the 
program implementation and any related engineering treatments.  

9.2 Warnings, Reminders and Enforcement 
Cyclists have the same rights and responsibilities as any other road user. However, as private cars are 
the predominant type of vehicles on the road and are of larger size and can travel at higher speeds, 
cyclist vulnerability is increased. Evidence shows that driver behaviour is a key concern for cyclists and 
forms a barrier to encouraging new cyclists. 

Related to this is the behaviour of pedestrians and cyclists in a mixed environment, specifically shared 
use paths. Conflicts between pedestrians and cyclists do occur and it is the responsibility of all path 
users to be courteous and exercise a degree of caution. Council and/or SAPOL can assist with cyclist 
and pedestrian safety by warning, reminding and/or enforcing the law to motorists, cyclists or 
pedestrians as required.  This may include an activity that flouts the law, the Australian Road Rules, 
and/or may potentially cause a safety hazard to themselves or others.  Some examples are:  

• motorists who park a vehicle illegally in a bicycle lane, 
• motorists who do not allow 1 metre between their car and a cyclist when overtaking, 
• cyclists who; do not wear a helmet, undertake an illegal movement, or run a red light, 
• cyclists who ride too fast on a footpath and endanger pedestrians. 

Guidelines for using shared paths have been established by the Bicycle Network (Victoria). The main 
points of etiquette to observe on shared paths include: 
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• Be considerate of other path users; 
• Keep left unless overtaking (overtake on the right); 
• Ride at an appropriate speed - keep it at running pace or below (about 20-25km/h maximum); 
• Wheeled traffic gives way to foot traffic; 
• Ring your bell gently, call 'Passing' and slow down when passing others; and 

Reminder signs and pavement stickers for all road users are useful and examples from the City of 
Adelaide are illustrated in Figure 46.  

9.3 Mobile phone distraction 
Given the increasing popularity of smart phones and other hand-held devices, it is not surprising that 
pedestrian distraction by technological devices is becoming a more prominent issue.  

Distractions from mobile devices can cause pedestrians to walk more slowly, change directions more 
frequently, and make them less likely to be aware of other street users. This exposes them to far 
greater risk of an accident. Results of various national and international studies indicate that smart 
phone distraction while walking and crossing the road was highest among 18-30-year old’s, who were 
significantly more likely to report smart phone use while crossing the road compared to those in older 
age groups.  

In Australia, as many as one in three pedestrians use a mobile phone while crossing the road 
(Pedestrian Council of Australia). There are currently no laws within any Australian State that 
specifically target pedestrians using their mobile phones. Such behaviour may be caught under other 
offences, such as jaywalking, however these are logistically difficult to police and therefore rarely 
enforced. 

Traditional measures for pedestrian safety are focussed on speed control as well as maintaining 
separation between pedestrians and vehicles. These are, however, less effective if pedestrians are not 
attentive.  Therefore, cities around the world have begun to implement public awareness campaigns 
and streetscape programs to counter the impacts of distracted walking and better alert distracted 
pedestrians of hazardous locations. These recent innovations generally focus on avoiding collisions 
between pedestrians and capturing the attention of pedestrians looking downwards at their phones 
(See Figure 45).  The left image in Figure 45 (Texting path / No Texting path) is an example from 
Antwerp, Belgium. It is not recommended for the Town of Gawler but highlights the extremes that 
some cities are going to in this regard. 

 

Figure 45: Distracted pedestrian treatment examples  
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Figure 46: Reminder Signs / Stickers, City of Adelaide 
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10. FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES 
Expanding and improving the cycling network will require ongoing and greater levels of investment 
than has previously been allocated to cycling. Implementation relies on internal funding allocation, as 
well as external funding.  The timing and delivery will be dependent on Council budgetary processes 
and the receipt of grant funding from state and federal sources.  Many funding applications require a 
considerable level of planning and business case preparation, which this Plan will assist with. 

Below are some funding opportunities Council can pursue, or encourage individuals, community 
groups and businesses to apply directly in conjunction with the information provided in this Study. 

10.1 Black Spot Program 
The Black Spot Programme is part of the Federal and State Government’s commitment to reduce 
crashes on Australian roads. Funds are directed towards significantly reducing crashes by the 
identification and treatment of locations and sections of road that have an unsatisfactory crash record 
or that have a significant crash potential.  Funds from the State Black Spot Program are specifically 
available to councils as subsidy funding for cycling safety infrastructure projects.  Applications can be 
submitted late in the year for the following financial year’s program.  Subsidy funding is two-thirds of 
the total project cost with council required to provide the remaining one-third.  The maximum total 
project cost is limited to $100,000 (maximum funding contribution of $66,667) 

As an example, notorious locations may be eligible for Black Spot funding for the: 

• construction of on-road bicycle lanes; 
• construction of off-road shared use paths; and 
• construction or modification of median refuges or road crossings. 

10.2 State Bicycle Fund 
The State Bicycle Fund is an annual subsidy scheme that provides financial assistance up to a dollar-
for-dollar basis to councils to progress cycling initiatives in their area.  The Fund has fostered a long-
standing partnership between the State Government and councils to respond to federal, state and 
local government strategies that encourage cycling. 

Suitable projects for funding include: 
• development or review of Local Area Bicycle Plans; 
• construction of on-road bicycle lanes and or off-road cycling or shared use paths; 
• installation of bicycle parking; 
• construction or modification of median refuges or road crossings; and 
• the promotion of cycling and cycling facilities. 

Subsidy funding is up to 50% of the total project cost with council required to provide the remaining 
amount.  The maximum total project cost is limited to $100,000 (maximum funding contribution of up 
to $50,000). 

10.3 Office for Recreation and Sport 
Various funding opportunities are available to local governments, organisations and individuals to 
provide high quality active recreation and sport facilities, programs, initiatives and activities. 

Details of the grants can be found here: http://www.ors.sa.gov.au/funding/apply_for_funding 
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10.4 Open Spaces & Places for People Fund 
The Open Spaces & Places for People Fund is a State Government grant program available to all South 
Australian councils to strategically acquire, plan, design and develop quality regional open space and 
public places of community significance.  

Preference is given to projects located within the Metropolitan Open Space System (MOSS). MOSS 
includes the Gawler River, Gawler Buffer and Little Para River. Projects must be on land with free 
public access and assists councils and their communities to: 

• add to their area’s vitality; 
• enhance public places in terms of use ability, safety and visual appeal; 
• develop a 'sense of place' and identity that reflects local culture, heritage and character; 
• improve the efficiency and economic performance of urban and rural centres and other 

strategic places; and 
• improve the relationship between public and private areas. 

The program also aims to foster the development of an urban design culture within Councils, ensuring 
a commitment to strategic collaborative practices and high quality, sustainable outcomes. 

Funding for cycling and walking facilities can be provided under both open space and places for people 
components, depending on the project.  Specifically, the grants accept within their objectives to 
provide safe walking and cycling links between communities and land uses, as well as improving the 
environment for pedestrians and cyclists where appropriate. For more information:  
https://www.sa.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/127738/Open-Space-and-Places-for-People-
Funding-Guidelines.pdf 

10.5 Bikes for Better Business 
The Bikes for Better Business projects seek to facilitate an increase in bike riding to and from local 
businesses, contributing to a more bike-friendly city.  The program is funded by DPTI and encourages 
local businesses to contribute toward establishing bicycle parking and end-trip facilities within close 
proximity.  Other metropolitan councils have partnered with DPTI as part of this scheme, including the 
Adelaide City Council and the City of Holdfast Bay. 

The Town of Gawler can partner with DPTI as part of the Bikes for Better Business program and 
encourage businesses, particularly those in tourist hotspots and retail centres to apply for grant 
funding. 

10.6 Community Grants 
Although not aimed towards Councils, DPTI and the Motor Accident Commission (MAC) offers 
community grants to groups and organisations to assist in delivering small scale projects that support 
safer, greener and more active travel choices.  Projects can focus on improving road safety, getting 
people cycling, walking or catching public transport, replacing car journeys with technology, doing 
things locally, or using cars in a smarter manner. 

The Town of Gawler can play a role in encouraging its resident groups, schools, businesses or other 
active organisations to consider applying for the Community Grants. 

For more information:  http://www.dpti.sa.gov.au/communityprograms/community_grants. 
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11. 10-YEAR ACTION PLAN 
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Appendix A – Strategic Alignment Literature Review 
• The 30 Year Plan for Greater Adelaide sets out policies and targets aimed at managing the 

growth and development of Greater Adelaide. Policies which strive to ensure that both infill 
and greenfield developments are connected to, and make use of existing infrastructure makes 
the Town of Gawler strategically significant due to its rail connection. Various infill and growth 
areas have been earmarked around the Town and are expected to expand to include 
surrounding greenfield fringe developments which will all make use of existing infrastructure 
in the Town of Gawler. 

• The Integrated Transport and Land Use Plan seeks to facilitate a better-connected South 
Australia. Various actions set out in the plan are significant to the town of Gawler. These 
include road improvements and developments in growth areas such as the Gawler East local 
link road. Active transport incentives include electrification and possible extension for the 
Gawler Railway as well as improving walking and cycling facilities in key locations and 
completing the Gawler to City Greenway.  

• The Town of Gawler Community Plan 2014-2024 identifies Councils priorities over the next 
10 years and is used to guide the allocation of resources in terms of the infrastructure and 
services provided to the community. The Plan is reinforced by 5 key goals: ‘A Uniquely 
Identifiable Township’, ‘Sustainable Growth Management’, ‘A Healthy, Active, Safe, Engaged 
Community’, ‘To Respect and Nurture the Environment’ and ‘A Strong Vibrant Community’. 
Increased walking and cycling pathways are advocated throughout the plan as a means of 
sustainable growth.  

• This Plan has also been developed in response to the Town of Gawler Transport and Traffic 
Management Plan, which identifies and prioritises a number of transport initiatives while 
considering future growth and development in the Town of Gawler. The study has modelled 
traffic projections for the arterial road network from various growth scenarios up to the year 
2038. Projections show significant traffic growth on Lyndoch Road (13000-18000vpd 
increase), Calton Road (10,000-13,000vpd increase) as well as the proposed East Link Road 
(18000vpd) and moderate increases on Murray Street Bridge Street and Twelfth Street. This 
significant increase in vehicular traffic would suggest an increased safety risk to vulnerable 
road users particularly those using Calton and Lyndoch Roads. It is further outlined in the plan 
that pedestrians and cyclists should be top priority when planning for transport.   

• The newly developed Gawler Town Centre Urban Design Framework has also been 
considered in the context of this plan. The UDF was developed in response to the 
announcement that the Town of Gawler will receive federal funding to revitalise its CBD. The 
document outlines the communities desire for a more vibrant town centre that appropriately 
incorporates mixed-use developments within the areas of historical character. Increasing 
residential development within the town centre and creating walkable neighbourhoods are 
key objectives of the framework. Amendments to the existing planning policy are required to 
enable this vision.  

• The Town of Gawler have also developed age specific strategies such as Child and Youth 
Friendly Greater Gawler and Town of Gawler Ageing Strategy Plan 2009-2014 which have 
been considered in the context of this report. Access to independent mobility opportunities 
is outlined in both strategies as an important factor in achieving various goals for these 
population groups.  
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Appendix B: Master Plan Review  
Evanston Gardens Development Plan Amendment Traffic Assessment  
The traffic assessment in this document projects an additional 6,800 vehicles per day from the 
ultimate development, most of which are projected to be work trips to Adelaide and the northern 
suburbs via Angle Vale Road and the Northern Expressway, and via Jack Cooper Drive, Gawler Bypass 
/Main North Road.  Additional Gawler Town Centre and Gawler Green shopping trips and Gawler 
Super School and Trinity College trips would also be envisaged, hence additional vehicular, bicycle and 
pedestrian trips would be anticipated on Jack Cooper Drive/ Ryde Street and Clarke Road/Dawson 
Road/Para Road and potentially the existing unsealed link to Trinity College. 

The development proposes several new roundabouts on Angle Vale Road and at the junction of Jack 
Cooper Drive/Hillier Road. Additional internal subdivisions and cyclist infrastructure will be provided 
along Angle Vale Road/Hillier Road/Jack Cooper Drive/Gawler Bypass western verge/Clarke Road and 
Dawson Road. 

Springwood Master Plan 

The Springwood Master Plan is focused on achieving a place based and liveable development for its 
future residents. The development proposes a significant number of community facilities including a 
school, sporting ovals, a civic centre, and local shopping. The document outlines a considerable 
internal shared path and recreation trail network with potential linkages to the existing shared path 
network at Dead Man’s Pass, the Jack Bobridge trail and the provision of a shared path on Calton Road. 
It is important that the internal walking and cycling network seamlessly links into the existing network 
and various destinations in the council area.  

Gawler East Link Road  

The proposed Gawler East Link Road will provide a new divided road with one lane in each direction, 
a wide central median and 1.5m wide bicycle lanes in each direction. Cheek Avenue is the preferred 
option for providing the primary connection to a potential North-Eastern Connector road to service 
the Concordia development. A connection through to Tiver Road is preferred at the southern end due 
to physical limitations along Potts Road and to reduce the impact upon existing residents.  

The development will include an associated intersection upgrade at the Main North Road/Potts Road 
junction and a new roundabout at the junction with One Tree Hill Road. Ultimately the road will cater 
for traffic from the future Concordia Development as well as the adjacent Springwood development 
with potential AADT volumes of up to 18000vpd. 
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Appendix C: Walking and Cycling – Existing Issues 
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Appendix D: Traffic Speed and Volume Data 
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Figure 47: Local road traffic volumes and speeds - blow up 1 
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Appendix E: Design Toolkit 
Contents 

Overview, Cycling Infrastructure – On-Road or Off-Road 

A: General  
A1: Neighbourhood Streets 
A2: Local Speed Precincts 
A3: Shared Zones 
A4: Shared Space 
A4: Signage and Wayfinding 

B: End and Mid-Trip Facilities 
B1:  Bicycle Parking 
B2: Repair Adjustment Stations 
B3: Seating 
B4: Other facilities 

P: Paths 
P1: Pedestrian Only Paths 
P2: Cyclist Only Paths 
P2: Shared Paths 
P3: Separated Paths 

R: On-Road Facilities 
R1: Enhanced Bicycle Lane 
R2: Separated Bicycle Lane 
R3: Exclusive Bicycle Lane 
R4: Bicycle / Car Park Lanes 
R5: Contra-Flow Bicycle Lane 
R6: Sealed Shoulders 
R6: Sharrow Line Marking 

C: Road Crossings 
C1: Kerb Ramps 
C2: Median Refuge 
C3: Wombat Crossings 
C4: Head Start Lantern 
C5: Head Start Storage Area 
C6: Hook Turns 
C7: Roundabouts 
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Overview: Cycling Infrastructure -  On-Road or Off Road 

The graph below is a useful tool in identifying whether best practice on a particular street is mixed 
traffic, on-road lanes or off-road paths and is to be read in conjunction with this design toolkit.  Each 
treatment has limitations, and InfraPlan reiterates the need to conduct site specific analysis to ensure 
the best practice and cost-effective measures are undertaken. 

 

Original matrix produced by Austroads, adapted by InfraPlan.  
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General (A) 

Design Toolkit No. A1:  Neighbourhood Streets  

The Streets for People Compendium is a valuable resource for Council when developing cycling and 
walking neighbourhoods, particularly when aiming for reduced speeds. Best practice design builds 
speed restraint into the design of the street and creates a lower speed environment1.  However in 
existing streets, traditional retrofitting of traffic calming devices are usually required. 

Key principles for reducing vehicle speeds along a street include: 

• reducing lengths of straight road sections; 
• narrowing road width to create slow points; 
• limiting forward sight lines and driver’s field of vision by incorporating landscaping; 
• introducing bends (a meandering street), horizontal deflection, at intervals less than 80 

metres; 
• vertical deflection (road humps or speed cushions), 40 to 70 metres apart; 
• change in pavement texture (paving at junctions or other materials that have audio-tactile 

properties for motor vehicles, but do not impact on cyclists); and 
• visual elements such as landscaping, signage and streetscape changes. 

Traditionally, traffic calming devices such as slow points, road humps and roundabouts have been 
placed at 80-120 metres apart.  This usually reduces vehicle speeds to 20 km/h at each device, but 
allows vehicles to speed up in between. Best practice design maintains consistently slow speeds 
throughout the length of the street (less than 30km/h). To achieve this, the devices need to be 
placed at less than 80 metres apart (40 to 70 metres desirable).  

The installation of traffic islands and slow points will usually result in the loss of some car parking.  

Reduced lane widths should be less than 3 metres wide, so that a vehicle must overtake by 
indicating and entering the other side of the road, but not squeezing past the cyclist within the lane.  

Speed reduction treatments can also reduce traffic volume as they can make arterial roads more 
attractive to cut-through traffic. Other ways to reduce volume include half-road or full-road 
closures, banning of some turns and junction rearrangement. 

  

                                                           

 

1See ‘Safe Speed Environments’, Streets for People Compendium 2012, Chapter: C4, pp. 10-11. 
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Examples of streets with slow speeds are shown below (note: Photo 2 to Photo 6 are taken from the Streets 
For People Compendium). The selection of a particular speed reduction device will vary depending on the 
existing street environment. 

 

Photo 1: Road narrowing with 
median, Adelaide. 

 

Photo 2: Meandering street, Unley. 

 

Photo 3: Shared Space, Adelaide. 

 

Photo 4: Textured pavement at 
junction, Mawson Lakes. 

 

Photo 5: Painted junction, Bowden. 
 

Photo 6: Varied pavement 
sections, Canberra. 

 

Photo 7: Landscaping in 
roadway. 

 

Photo 8: Slow point with cyclist bypass 

 

Photo 9: A slow speed environment 
through urban design 
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Design Toolkit No. A2:  Local Speed Precincts 

Implementation of precincts with 40km/h speed limits requires specific approval by DPTI. Approval 
is based upon the area meeting specific criteria for mean speeds of traffic on most of the roads in 
the area, as well as demonstrated community support for a lower speed limit. 

 

Photo 8: 40km area precinct, King William Road, Hyde Park. 

 

Design Toolkit No. A3:  Shared Zones 

A Shared Zone is a legal traffic control device in South Australia.  It is similar to Shared Space in that 
there is not a traditional roadway-footpath distinction, and pedestrians have equal rights with 
vehicles.  However, Shared Zones must be designed to specific guidelines that force traffic to travel 
at walking pace speed, and include a 10 km/h speed limit.  Existing Shared Zones in the Adelaide 
CBD are: Festival Drive, Peel St, Stock Exchange Lane, Charlick Circuit and Freemasons Lane. 

 

Photo 9: Charlick Court, Adelaide. 

 

Photo 10: Peel Street, Adelaide. 

• Shared Zones must be signed and designed for 10km/h. 
• Parking is not recommended in the Design Guidelines. 
• Opportunities for Water Sensitive Urban Design opportunities. 
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Design Toolkit No. A4:  Shared Space 

The term, ‘Shared Space’ is an urban design and traffic engineering concept developed in the 
Netherlands that integrates pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles in a slow environment.  All traditional 
street elements such as kerbs, signs, traffic lights and pavement markings are removed, and the 
surface is made of block pavers to look and feel different to a road. These elements create an 
ambiguity that results in people acting more cautiously on the road. 

Survey data of overseas examples has shown that there are benefits such as lower vehicle speeds, 
reduced congestion, fewer accidents and injuries, and more vibrant and attractive streets. However 
concerns have been raised about the negative effects that shared space has on more vulnerable 
road users such as children, the elderly and people with a visual impairment. In New Zealand, safe 
routes within Shared Spaces have been designed in cooperation with disability organisations to 
include vehicle- and obstruction free corridors (accessible zones) along the building lines. 

The ‘Streets for People Compendium’ includes more detail on ways to design shared streets in South 
Australia has been produced through extensive research and consultation. 

 

Photo 11: Shared space, Haslach, Germany. 
 

Photo 12: Shared space, Barrack Street, Sydney. 

• Incorporate with design advice from disability groups. 
• Consider on-street parking and loading zones. 
• Opportunities for outdoor dining. 
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Design Toolkit No. A5:  Signage / Way Finding 

Directional signage helps to assist people in finding their way without referring to a map.  Once a 
continuous route has been established, signage can be useful to guide and inform people of 
distances and estimated travel times to common or interesting destinations, such as rail stations, 
activity centres, cycling trails, transport interchanges, educational campuses etc.  Ideally the use of 
signs should be minimised to reduce visual clutter and installation costs.  Pavement logos can also 
assist continuity along a route and consistency for ease of use. 

 

Photo 13: Simple directional signage. 
 

Photo 14: Directional 
signage with distances 
and estimated travel 

times, Marion, SA. 

 

Photo 15: Route Markers and 
reassurance signs. 

 

 

Design Toolkit No. A6:  Shared Path Etiquette 
As the number of shared paths grows, so does the conflict potential for cyclists and pedestrians.  
According to the Australian Road Rules (Regulation 242), cyclists on a shared path are obliged to 
keep left and give way to pedestrians, which means slowing or if necessary stopping to avoid a 
collision.  Not as well known, but equally as important is that pedestrians are also obliged not to 
unreasonably obstruct other users (Regulation 236).  This means they should also keep left, not stop 
in the middle of a path and ensure children, strollers and dogs etc. are controlled appropriately.  
Mutual cooperation and respect should allow all users to move safely and freely along shared paths. 
As an example, the City of Sydney (2014) has produced a collection of safety tips as follows: 

• When Riding 
• Give Way - Always give way to pedestrians; they have right of way. 
• Ring Your Bell - Ring your bell early to alert walkers of your presence. 
• Slow Down - Slow down and be courteous to pedestrians. 
• Watch Out - Pets and children can be unpredictable, always take extra care on shared paths 

when they are present. 

• When Walking 
• Be Aware - Be aware of other users and try not to listen to your iPod in shared path 

environments as it might stop you from hearing a bike bell. 
• Listen for the Bell - If you hear a bike bell on a shared path, move to the left hand side in a 

safe fashion and allow the bike rider to pass. 
• Be Predictable - Keep to the left on shared paths and walk in a predictable manner. 
• Be Considerate - Keep pets under control and ensure children are supervised on shared 

paths. 
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End and Mid Trip Facilities (B) 
It is critical that appropriate end-trip facilities are provided at destinations, such as attractors, activity 
hubs and public transport interchanges, and mid-trip facilities be provided where deemed suitable, 
such as along busy cycling routes.  

It should be noted that the provision of bike parking at major transport stops and interchanges is 
important in encouraging change in travel behaviour.  Undercover and secure lock up facilities at these 
locations is becoming international best practice.   

Key facilities and typical locations for installation are summarised below and described throughout 
this section in detail. 

 

• Location 

• End-trip/mid-trip facility 

Bicycle Parking 
(B1) 

Bicycle 
Adjustment/ 

Repair 
Stations 

(B2) 

Seating 
(B3) 

Other Facilities 
(B4) 

Drinking 
Fountains Toilets 

Green Trails 
At picnic 

grounds, toilets, 
play-spaces 

At key points 
as required 

At 100m 
intervals 

(max), 
recreational 

hubs and 
locations 

with views 

At entry 
points 

At key 
points as 
required 

Laneway 
At 

retail/commercial 
destinations 

n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Residential 
street n/a If required At 400m 

intervals n/a n/a 

Collector/ 
distributor 

At 
retail/commercial 

destinations 
If required At 400m 

intervals If required n/a 

Arterial road 
At 

retail/commercial 
destinations 

If required 
At 400m 
intervals 

(max) 

Where 
required n/a 

Activity 
centres/hubs 

At convenient 
locations If required Multiple Where 

required As required 
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Design Toolkit No. B1:  Bicycle Parking 

Parking for cyclists is particularly important and should be located in an intuitive, easy to find 
location.  Short-term parking for visitors is usually in the form of rails located in an area of passive 
surveillance, and close to the entry point of destinations.  Long-term parking is also required for 
employees and all-day parkers.  These require a location that is highly secure (usually enclosed), 
and protected from the weather (undercover). 

It is obvious that some destinations require parking rails as they will automatically attract cyclists, 
such as parks, swimming pools and along shopping strips.  However, all businesses should be able 
to apply to Council for rails to be installed if the demand exists.  This not only encourages cycling, 
but also stops footpath clutter with bikes parked against posts and fencing (which can also cause 
property damage).  Bicycle parking should comply with Australian Standards AS 2890.3 – 1993 Part 
3: Bicycle Parking Facilities. 

Enclosed parking facilities at transport interchanges encourage integrating active transport in to 
longer journeys by enabling people to secure their bikes before moving to public transport.  Secure 
parking cages are currently being installed by DPTI at some of Adelaide’s most popular train 
stations. 

Bicycle pods can incorporate showers, personal lockers and secure bicycle parking and are designed 
to fit within existing car parking bays in varying configurations.  These are suited to existing 
undercover car parks and are used by staff who require all–day secure parking.  The showers and 
lockers can encourage staff who live long distances away and cycle to work at buildings that do not 
already have these facilities. 

 

Photo 16: Bicycle parking rails 
(short-term parking) 

 

Photo 17: Bicycle cage, Leeds 
UK (secure parking) 

 

Photo 18: Typical bicycle pod 
(parking and additional facilities) 
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Design Toolkit No. B2:  Bicycle Repair and Adjustment Stations 

As the number of commuter riders and general cyclists increases, there is a growing need for a 
facility where temporary bicycle maintenance, repairs or adjustments can be undertaken.  Bicycle 
adjustment or repair stations can be easily installed into end of journey facilities such as bicycle 
cages or at strategic locations along busier cycling routes.  The station allows for a bicycle to be 
positioned on it so that repair work can be easily undertaken and generally comprises a manual 
bicycle tyre pump as well as tools that a cyclist would likely require that are attached by stainless 
steel tethering ropes. 

 

Photo 19: Typical bicycle 
repair/adjustment station design. 

 

Photo 20: Bicycle repair station, Adelaide University 
Campus. 
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Design Toolkit No. B3:  Seating 

Resting is an integral component of active transport, especially for people who are starting out to 
improve their fitness, the elderly and people with a disability.  Seating can be used to create 
opportunities to rest, enjoy a landscape or view, and interact with others and should be placed at 
frequent intervals, particularly along shared paths.  A lack of seating can discourage people who are 
less fit and need to stop frequently to rest when moving between locations. 

It is recommended that: 
• seating be provided at maximum intervals of 400 metres on routes on the pedestrian 

network, more frequent along the Green trails and at key sites; 
• seating (in multiples) be provided at ‘destinations’, such as the local shops to encourage 

social contact; 
• seating should be positioned where people would want to sit, most commonly a well-lit 

place, with good sightlines, away from sources of noise and air pollution; 
• seating to be set back from the footway, so as not to cause an obstruction or impede the 

clear footway; and 
• there should be space for a wheelchair/mobility scooter to user to pull up alongside a 

seated companion. 

  

Photo 21: Seating examples. 
 

 

Design Toolkit No. B4:  Other Facilities 

Other facilities to be considered to improve amenity for cyclists include: 

• drinking fountains at entry points to trails and other key locations; and 
• toilets at key locations. 
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Paths (Off-Road) (P) 

Design Toolkit No. P2:  Cyclist Only Paths 

Cyclist paths are areas designated for exclusive cyclist use.  They are most appropriate where there 
is: significant cycling demand and low pedestrian demand (or a separate footpath is available), 
limited vehicle crossings, and an alignment that allows for safe, uninterrupted journeys at relatively 
constant speeds. 

Considerations include: 

• function of the path; 
• speed and volume of traffic; 
• needs of likely users (i.e. varying experience levels); 
• drainage; and 
• adjacent areas that are forgiving to errant cyclists. 

Intersections, underpass access points and other possible conflict locations should be avoided at 
the bottom of steep gradients, except where there is no alternative. 

Important considerations include:  

• safe and convenient road and/or footpath crossings with sufficient sight distance; 
• warning to cyclists that they are approaching a crossing; 
• warning to motorists that a cyclist crossing is ahead; 
• way-finding signage; and 
• lighting. 

 

 

 

 

Table 1: Recommended path width (source: Cycling Aspects of Austroads). 

 

 Path width (m) 

Local access path Major path 

Desirable minimum 2.5 3.0 

Minimum – typical maximum 
(subject to volume) 

2.5 – 3.0 2.5 – 4.0 

 

Photo 22: Coastal Cycling 
path, Perth. 

 

Photo 23: 2-way cyclist path, 
Sydney. 

 

Photo 24: Cyclist path and 
footpath crossing, Perth. 
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Design Toolkit No. P3:  Shared Paths 

A shared use path allows for both pedestrian and cyclist use.  They can be used for recreation, local 
access and linking other on-road lanes or paths to ensure continuity.  

Shared paths are appropriate where: 

• demand exists for both walking and cycling, however the intensity of use is not so great to 
warrant separate facilities; 

• an existing low use footpath can be modified to allow sharing by cyclists (this is 
particularly useful to provide a safe link between a side-street and a mid-block pedestrian 
actuated crossing on an arterial road); and 

• there is an existing nearby road which allows for faster cyclists (e.g. with an on-road 
bicycle lane) to reduce the extent of potential conflict between pedestrians and higher 
speed cyclists. 

Shared paths along existing footpaths can offer best practice where they provide a safe and 
convenient option for young and/or inexperienced cyclists (i.e. within proximity to schools and 
parks) and at ‘squeeze points’ (i.e. narrow, busy sections of road, railway level crossings, bridges, 
underpasses). As noted above, they can provide important short off-road links to connect a side 
street with a pedestrian crossing. 

Other considerations include; safe and convenient crossings where path meets road, way-finding 
signage and lighting. 

 Path width (m) 

Local access path Commuter path Recreational path 

Desirable minimum 2.5 3.0 3.5 

Minimum – typical 
maximum (subject to 
volume) 

2.5 – 3.0 2.5 – 4.0 3.0 – 4.0 

Table 2: Recommended path width.   Source: Cycling Aspects of Austroads Guidelines. 

 

Photo 25: Typical shared Path. 

 

Photo 26: Shared Path as well as on-
road lanes for faster cyclists, 

Hindmarsh SA. 

 

Photo 27: Section of 
footpath converted to 
shared path to access 

signalised crossing. 
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Design Toolkit No. P4:  Separated Paths 

Separated paths are most appropriate where there are significant volumes of both cyclists and 
pedestrians and a shared use path would present increased conflict potential.  Generally, separated 
paths are effective in areas that attract high recreational or commuter walking and cycling (e.g. 
beachside promenades, bridges etc.). 

Generally designed as two-way facilities, separated paths are not common and public 
understanding of their correct use is limited.  Adequate signage, pavement symbols and varying 
pavement surfaces are often required to delineate the pedestrian and bicycle zones. Best practice 
design includes a physical separation between the cyclists and pedestrians such as landscaping. 

 Separated two-way Path width (m) 

Bicycle path Footpath Total 

Desirable minimum 2.5 2.0 4.5 

Minimum – typical 
maximum (subject to 
volume) 

2.0 – 3.0 ≥ 1.5 ≥ 4.5 

 Separated One-Way Path width (m) 

Bicycle path Footpath Total 

Desirable minimum 1.5 1.5 3.0 

Minimum – typical 
maximum (subject to 
volume) 

1.2 – 2.0 ≥ 1.2 ≥ 3.4 

Table 3: Recommended path widths (Source: Cycling Aspects of Austroads). 

 

Photo 28: one-way separated path, Hamburg 
Germany (cycle path red paved / footpath (2-way) 

grey paved – separated by cobblestones). 

 

Photo 29: Two-way separated path, UK. 
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On-Road (R) 

Design Toolkit No. R1:  Enhanced Bicycle Lanes 

Enhanced bike lanes offer stronger separation between cyclists, moving vehicles and/or parked 
cars, and/or higher visibility. They strengthen standard lane types such as Exclusive or Bicycle Car 
Parking Lanes.  They are achieved through various measures, such as: wider line marking, chevron 
line marking, green-coloured lane marking or tactile marking.  Enhanced bike lanes are not a 
physical separation so do not prevent vehicles from crossing over it.  Enhanced lanes offer a more 
cost effective solution than physical separation (i.e. kerbing) and require less space. Design criteria 
will differ depending on the type of enhancement, but in general they are the same width as 
Exclusive Bicycle Lanes (refer Toolkit for details) 

The DPTI guidelines for installing green coloured lanes stipulate that they are to be used only in 
areas of potentially high conflict between cyclists and motorists, these include: 

• between multi-lane approaches to signalised intersections i.e. between two left turn and 
multiple through lanes; 

• where cyclists are exposed to motor vehicle traffic crossing the bicycle lane over 
significant length of road i.e. greater than 80m; 

• where the volume of motor vehicle traffic crossing the bike lane exceeds 2,800 vehicles 
per day; 

• where there is a recorded pattern of collisions between cyclists and motorists; 
• where a bicycle lane is located next to or between vehicle lanes but the desirable 

minimum vehicle and bicycle lane widths are not achievable; and 
• where a bicycle lane is located on a left hand curve where vehicles routinely cut into the 

bicycle lane. 
Refer to the DPTI Operational Standard prior to the selection of Green Lanes. 

 

Figure 48: Chevron separated lane. 

 

Figure 49: Green lane and tactile edge strip. 
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Design Toolkit No. R2:  Separated Bicycle Lanes 

Separated bike lanes include physical separation (usually kerbing) between cyclists and motor 
vehicles. The physical separation results in less traffic stress for some cyclists than a traditional 
painted line.  There are however safety concerns due to the cyclist being less visible to the traffic 
lane by vehicles turning into side streets and parking removal is usually required to ensure sufficient 
sight lines at all crossings.  This treatment is often a high-cost solution and requires a wide road 
cross section. 

Separated bicycle lanes: 
• have been associated with increased participation due to high level of amenity; 
• are used on routes that provide direct connections to major destinations; 
• are used where there high traffic and high cyclist volumes; and 
• an alternative solution if a direct off-road path cannot be achieved. 

Design criteria include: 
• width to consider a fast cyclist passing a slow cyclist (typical 2m wide); 
• clear space for car doors to open (if required) (typical 1m wide); 
• traffic volumes greater than 7,000 vehicles per day (if road speed 50km/h); 
• traffic volume greater than 5,000 vehicles per day (if road speed 60km/h); 
• a street with few side streets and driveways to ensure sight lines are maintained; 
• car parking removal is generally required either side of road crossings and driveways; and 
• separated lane re-joins the road as an exclusive bicycle lane prior to major intersections, 

unless specific cyclist crossing provided. 
Type 1: Kerb separated Bicycle Lanes 
Kerb Separated lanes include physical separation of kerbing between cyclists and moving traffic. 

Type 2: Between kerb and parked cars 
Separated bicycle lanes between the kerb and parked cars are installed by ‘flipping’ the parking and 
the bike lane so that cyclists ride alongside the kerb and parked cars sit between the cyclist and the 
moving vehicle traffic. 

 

Photo 30: Bike lane separated by parked cars, 
Albert Street Melbourne. 

 

Photo 31: Kerb separated bike lane, Frome Street, 
Adelaide. 
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Design Toolkit No. R3:  Exclusive Bicycle Lanes 

An exclusive bicycle lane provides the basic level of separation between cyclists and motor vehicles. 
The bicycle lane is generally marked by a single white line which delineates road space, however 
the single white line is not considered a safe-enough separation by some cyclists, and therefore 
could dissuade some people from cycling.    

The lanes are provided on both sides of the road in the same direction as the vehicle traffic.  Cars 
are prohibited from parking in exclusive bike lanes, unless it is signed as ‘part-time’ only, usually in 
Clearways. Part-time bicycle lanes are not preferred as cyclists are forced into the traffic lane 
outside of operating times. However, where on-street parking is non-negotiable, part-time lanes 
are preferred over no lanes at all. 

Exclusive bike lanes are suitable for many cycling routes with moderate speeds and volumes, but 
may not encourage less confident riders to cycle on roads with speeds above 50km/h. 

 Lane width (m) 

Road posted speed 
limit (km/h) 60 80 (off-road path 

preferred) 
100 (off-road path 

preferred) 

Desirable 1.5 2.0 2.5 

Accepted range 1.2 – 2.5 1.8 – 2.7 2.0 – 3.0 

Table 4: Exclusive lane width (source: Cycling aspects of Austroads). 

 

Photo 32: Exclusive Bicycle Lane, Adelaide SA. 
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Design Toolkit No. R4:  Bicycle Car Park Lanes 

Bicycle/parking lanes (BCPL’s) are located between parked cars and moving traffic.  They delineate 
space for cyclists but can result in cyclists feeling squeezed between car doors potentially opening 
(parallel parking) or reversing cars (angle parking); and moving traffic.  Wider lanes are preferred to 
provide as much space as possible without appearing to look like a vehicle lane.  Generally, they do 
not require the removal of any car parking, but do need a generous road width. 

 Parallel Parking - Overall facility width (m)  

Road posted speed limit 
(km/h) 60 80 

Desirable 4.0 4.5 

Accepted range 3.7 – 4.5 4.0 – 4.7 

Table 5: Recommended dimensions for parallel parks (source: Austroads aspects of cycling) 

With angle parking, an opening car door does not pose a threat to cyclists, however cyclists must 
remain alert to reversing vehicles in to their path, as motorist sight distance is often poor when 
reversing. 

 Angle Parking - Overall facility width (m)  

Parking angle 
(degrees) 45 60 70 

Desirable 7.3 7.6 8.0 

Acceptable range 7.1 – 7.8 7.4 – 8.1 7.8 – 8.5 

Table 6: Recommended dimensions for angle parking (source: Austroads aspects of cycling) 

 

Photo 33: Bicycle car parking lane - parallel 
parking, Osmond Tce, Norwood. 

 

Photo 34: Bicycle car parking lane: angle parking, 
Hutt St Adelaide. 
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Design Toolkit No. R5:  Contra-flow Lanes 

A contra-flow bike lane is installed on a one-way road and permits cyclists to travel in both 
directions. 

Contra-flow lanes: 

• should be considered where there is sufficient road width to provide a safe treatment; 
• should have an appropriate width: 

 absolute minimum: 1.5m; 
 desirable: 1.8m; 

• have clear signage and line marking to alert motorists and cyclists of the conditions; 
• are generally appropriate in low speed zones (50 km/h max); and 
• should be physically separated from motor traffic in higher speed zones. 

 
Photo 35: Contra-flow lane, City of Yarra Vic. 

 
Photo 36: Contra-flow street, Sydney. 
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Design Toolkit No. R6:  Sealed Shoulders 

Where a road is unkerbed and there is some demand for cyclist use, a smooth sealed shoulder 
provides space outside of the traffic lane for cyclists.  Austroads recommends that shoulder lane 
widths are the same as recommended for Exclusive Bicycle Lanes (refer Toolkit No. 11). In addition, 
Table 7 lists recommended shoulder widths for rural roads. 

Unkerbed roads are usually outside of urban environments where traffic speed may be higher.  
Traffic speed and volume as well as percentage of heavy vehicles must be considered when 
designing cyclist facilities for rural roads. 

Where possible, enhancing the white line (refer Toolkit No. 9), e.g., providing a wider line than a 
standard 100mm width is recommended on roads with higher traffic speeds and volumes. 

 Traffic volume (Annual Average Daily Traffic: AADT) 

Element 1 -150 150 – 500 500 – 1,000 1,000 – 3,000 > 3,000 

Total shoulder 2.5m 
(unsealed) 1.5m 1.5m 2.0m 2.5m 

Minimum sealed 
shoulder1 0 0.5 0.5 1.0 1.5 

Table 7: Rural road shoulder widths (source: Austroads Aspects to Cycling) 

Although not directly related, the widths within these tables are not inconsistent with each other 
and provide basic correlation when considering urban sealed shoulders.  Consideration should also 
be given to using a maximum size 10mm stone seal to provide a smoother, less abrasive and safer 
riding environment for cyclists. 

 

Photo 37: Main North Road, sealed shoulders. 
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Design Toolkit No. R7:  Sharrow Lane Marking  
Shared Lane Marking (Sharrows), refer Error! Reference source not found. are recommended on 
key local road routes. Sharrows are a new form of treatment, and were approved for use in South 
Australia in 2015. They assist cyclists with lateral positioning and wayfinding, and alert motorists 
that they are on a designated cyclist route. Sharrows have been recommended on routes where 
traffic volumes are less than 3,000 vehicles per day and traffic speeds are 50km/h or less. Where 
85th percentile speeds were recorded higher than 50km/h, traffic calming is recommended so that 
the installation will comply with the DPTI requirements. 

•  

 
Photo 38: Sharrow Linemarking (from DPTI website). 
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Road Crossings (C) 

Design Toolkit No. C1:  Kerb Ramps 

It is essential that kerb ramps are provided at every interface between any path (pedestrian and/or 
cyclist) and a road crossing, and that their position, design and installation complies with all relevant 
Australian Standards.   

It is recommended that an audit of all paths identify where upgrades are required. 

When locating kerb ramps, it is important to ensure that they are located on both sides of the 
roadway – directly opposite and in-line with each other. 

Every kerb ramp comprises: 

• the ramp - from top of kerb to roadway; 
• the top landing, where pedestrians move between the ramp and the footpath; 
• the approach, the section of footpath next to the top landing; and 
• the gutter, which is the drainage trough at the roadway edge, a smooth transition (not a 

lip). 

 

Photo 39: Universal kerb ramp. 

 

Figure 50: cyclist ramp up to footpath to avoid 
squeeze point 
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Design Toolkit No. C2:  Median Refuge 

A median refuge provides a protected space for pedestrians and/or cyclists to wait in the centre of 
the road and cross the road in two stages. 

Design criteria includes: 

• sufficient width is required provide space for a cyclist or a person pushing a pram without 
protruding into the traffic lane. A bicycle is 1.75 metres long and so the refuge should be 2 
metres wide at least (3 metres desirable), although 1.8m is acceptable if the road width is 
not sufficient.  If there is a high demand for pedestrians or cyclists to wait in the refuge 
(school or busy cycling route), additional waiting space should be provided and assessed on 
a case by case basis; and 

• refuges are recommended if traffic volumes exceed 3000 vehicles per day. 

 

Photo 40: Cyclist only refuge, Portrush Road, 
Norwood. 

 

Photo 41: Shared refuge, Wakefield Street, 
Adelaide. 
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Design Toolkit No. C3:  Wombat Crossing 

A Wombat Crossing is a raised pedestrian crossing and the only form of Zebra Crossing currently 
permitted in South Australia.  

The South Australian Manual of Legal Responsibilities and Technical Requirements for Traffic 
Control Devices Part 2 – Code of Technical Requirements (DPTI), requires the following warrant for 
a Wombat Crossing: 

1. In two separate one hour periods of any day (including Saturday and Sunday): 
a. 40 or more pedestrians per hour actually cross the road and could reasonably be 

expected to use the crossing; and  
b. 200 or more vehicles per hour pass the site where the pedestrians cross during the 

same two hours. 
OR: 

2. During eight hours of any day: 
a. An average of 20 or more pedestrians per hour, cross the road (a total of 160 or 

more in 8 hours) and could be reasonably be expected to use the crossing; and 
b. An average of 200 or more vehicles per hour pass the site during the same 8 hours 

(a total of 1600 or more in 8 hours). 
However, it is important to note that pedestrian planners Australia-wide are ignoring strict warrants 
such as these as they recognise the benefit of installing pedestrian crossings with less stringent 
requirements.  Council are encouraged to liaise with DPTI regarding locations for Wombat crossings, 
where warrants are not met. 

 

Photo 42: Wombat Crossing where a shared path meets a road. 
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Design Toolkit No. C4:  Head-start Lantern 

A major hazard for cyclists is that motorists do not see them at intersections.  Priority given to 
cyclists at signals can place cyclists in front of motorists and therefore increase their visibility and 
therefore motorist awareness.  Cyclist lanterns can be installed at signalled intersections, where 
they turn green a few seconds before the vehicle green highlighting their presence and increasing 
safety. 

 

Photo 43: Head-start cyclist lantern, South Tce/Pulteney St, Adelaide. 

 

Design Toolkit No. C5:  Bicycle Head Start & Storage Area 

Bicycle storage areas or ‘bike boxes’ provide a designated space for cyclists to sit in front of 
motorists waiting at signalised crossings and intersections. 

Current Standards allow bicycle storage areas to be installed at the end of a bicycle lane.  However, 
this is currently under review for change of legislation, to be in line with Victorian Standards.  
Therefore, it is likely that in the near future bike storage areas will be able to be installed without a 
bicycle lane leading into it.  This would be advantageous on DPTI roads where the bike lanes 
terminate before reaching the signals.  Assessment for feasibility and installation would be at the 
discretion of DPTI. 

There are various types of these treatments available. It is likely that these treatments would be 
applicable on DPTI roads within the Council area.  Council should consult Austroads Aspects of 

Cycling to determine their appropriate use prior to liaising with DPTI if they are to be considered.

 

Photo 44: Bicycle Head Start Storage area (one type), Pirie Street Adelaide. 
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Design Toolkit No. C6:  Hook Turn Storage Area 

A hook turn storage area is provided to accommodate cyclists in a safe position while they are 
waiting for a green traffic signal phase for the intersecting road.  This treatment can be used 
generally throughout the road system. 

Cyclists undertake a hook turn by travelling straight at the intersection and giving way at the far 
corner of the intersecting road for safe crossing.  Hook turn storage boxes provide guidance on 
where cyclists can wait and can be used at a traditional intersection and T-junction. 

 

Photo 45: Hook turn storage boxes at South Tce/Pulteney St, Adelaide. 
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Design Toolkit No. C7:  Roundabout design for cyclists 

In the past, Australian roundabouts have been designed as ‘tangential’ (refer Photo 46), which direct 
cyclists to the edge of the lane while motor vehicles remain in the centre at higher speed.  Recent 
research has found that ‘radial’ design (refer Photo 47) is preferred as it reduces traffic speed and 
directs cyclists to the centre of the lane where they ‘claim their space’ in front of motorists, 
becoming more visible. 

Existing roundabouts can be reviewed to ascertain if their approach and departure can be modified 
to a more radial design.  If a roundabout with a history of crashes cannot be improved through 
design, other measures should be employed.  These include signage, and also speed reduction 
measures on the approach to the roundabout, such as installing a distinctive surface, strips of 
alternate pavement to change the road texture or raised platforms. 

At large roundabouts, particularly multi-lane roundabouts, cyclist separation should be provided, 
refer Figure 52. 

 
Photo 46: Tangential roundabout 

 
Photo 47: Radial roundabout (preferred design) 

 

Figure 51: Cyclist and vehicle conflict zone at a 
roundabout (source: Bicycle Victoria). 

 

Figure 52: Cyclist separation at large, busy 
roundabout (source: Austroads) 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

InfraPlan and Environmental & Civil Solutions were engaged by the Town of Gawler to update the 

2008 Walking and Cycling Plan. 

This Issues Paper is a progress report that provides the background information that we have 

undertaken to date.   Most importantly, the walking and cycling issues, opportunities and priorities 

that were identified during the workshops and site visits are explained herein.  These are illustrated 

overleaf (Figure 1).   

The next steps will be to prepare the Draft Walking and Cycling Plan that will map the proposed cycling 

and walking networks, but focus on the priority projects that are achievable in the next five years. 
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ISSUES AND OPPORTUNITIES: SUMMARY FROM WORKSHOPS AND SITE VISITS

Figure 1: Summary of Issues and Opportunities identified during the Workshops and Site Visits 
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2. SETTING THE SCENE  

2.1 Demographics  

With a population of approximately 23,034 (2016 census), the Town of Gawler is the northernmost 

Local Government Area of Metropolitan Adelaide. The peri-urban landscape of the Council Area acts 

as an interface between metropolitan and regional Adelaide and is bounded by the Playford 

metropolitan Council to the South and the Light and Barossa regional Councils to the North.  

Compared to Greater Adelaide, the Town of Gawler hosts a significant portion of residents under the 

age of 19 (25.4%), and conversely there is a high percentage (37%) of residents over 60 years of age. 

Often people in these age groups rely on active transport modes such as walking and cycling to meet 

daily needs, and are therefore important to consider in the review of the 2008 plan.   

In terms of travel behaviours, 2011 census data indicates that the private car is still the dominant 

mode of travel to work. The share of residents commuting to work via car (as a driver or passenger), 

however, has declined since 2006 from 84% to 73.6% in 2011. Despite this decrease in car travel, 

walking and cycling still make up a very small percentage of the mode share with only 2.3% of residents 

walking to work and 0.2% cycling. These figures show a slight decline in walking and cycling since 2006 

where 3% of residents walked to work and 0.3% cycled. All cyclists recorded in the 2006 and 2011 

census were male.   

The share of employed residents who work in the Town of Gawler has also declined since 2006, from 

32% to under 25% in 2011. This may explain lower walking and cycling rates as the number of residents 

living within comfortable walking/cycling distance of their workplace has reduced. A significant 

portion of the local workforce live outside the Town of Gawler (57%) making walking and cycling 

connections between neighbouring councils an important part of the updated plan. 

 

Figure 2: self-containment and self-sufficiency in the Town of Gawler  
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Figure 3: Town of Gawler Demographic Summary 
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2.2 Existing Walking and Cycling Environment  

Since the 2008 Walking and Cycling Plan was adopted, The Town of Gawler has implemented a 

significant amount of walking and cycling infrastructure. This is particularly evident in the rapid growth 

and development of the river shared paths network. While there has been a considerable effort to 

improve the walking and cycling environment, further work is needed for these modes to become 

more locally dominant.  

The existing walking and cycling infrastructure, conditions of the road network and collision history 

have been reviewed to assess the walking and cycling environment. Streets with less traffic and slower 

speeds contribute to a safer and more enjoyable walking or cycling journey. High volume roads that 

prioritise vehicle movement can often act as a barrier to walking and cycling uptake as pedestrians 

and cyclists may feel marginalised and unsafe.   

2.2.1 The Current Cycling Network 

Figure 4 illustrates the current cycling network in the Town of Gawler and it’s surrounds. While the 

network seems well-connected and comprehensive, it is important to note that a large number of 

these routes (those displayed in solid coloured lines) do not have any cycling infrastructure, resulting 

in cyclists sharing the road space with (often busy) vehicular traffic. 

 

Figure 4: BikeDirect Network 2017  
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2.2.2 Traffic Volumes and Speeds 

An examination of current Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) and speed zone data for the DPTI and 

Council road networks as shown in Figures 5-12 is summarised over the following pages. 

DPTI Road Network 

• The Main North Road corridor south of Redbanks Road comprising Main North Road, Murray 

Street, Bridge Street, Adelaide Road, Main North Road south, north of Gawler Bypass, is the 

most heavily trafficked corridor with current AADT volumes ranging from 15700-22000vpd 

and speed zones ranging from 50-60km/hr; 

• Lyndoch Road and Main North Road north of Redbanks (Horrocks Hwy) are the second most 

heavily trafficked with current ADDT volumes of 13700vpd and 10800vpd with a speed zone 

of 50Km/hr; 

• The Jack Cooper Drive, Ryde Street, OverWay Bridge Road, Twelfth Street corridor is the third 

most heavily trafficked corridor with current AADT volumes ranging from 6500-10700Vpd and 

speed zones of 80km/hr on Jack Cooper Drive and Two Wells Road north of Hillier Road and 

Ryde west of town boundary and 50km/hr further east; 

• The Redbanks Road/Mallala Road corridor has a current AADT volume ranging from 7800-

9200vpd with a speed zone of 50km/hr; 

• Angle Vale Road has a current AADT volume of 3900vpd with sapped zone of 80km/hr west of 

Karbeethan Reserve and 60km/hr east. 

These State owned and maintained roads are arterial roads that generally carry the highest volume of 

vehicles throughout the council area. These roads within and around the town centre carry a 

significant number of vehicles, making walking and cycling infrastructure of utmost importance given 

the increased pedestrian activity and number of destinations in the precinct.   
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Figure 5: DPTI Road ADDT Traffic Volumes.
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Figure 6: Speed limits over 50km/h  
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Council Road Network 

Calton Road and the Julian Terrace/Whitelaw Terrace /Reid Street/Light Square corridor are the most 

heavily trafficked local road corridors with AADT volumes ranging from 4200-6350vpd on Calton Road 

and 7400-14,800 vpd on the Julian Terrace/ Whitelaw Terrace/ Reid Street/Light Square corridor 

which is a designed Heavy vehicle bypass of Murray Street. Calton Road has a speed zone of 80km/hr 

east of Sunnydale Road 

The main collector roads have AADT volumes ranging from 1700-3320vpd comprising: 

• Para Road east-3320vpd; 

• Dawson Road-2530vpd; 

• Coventry Road north /Clarke Road-1570-1830vpd; 

• Potts Road-2100vpd; 

• Hillier Road east -2180vpd; 

• Paxton Street-2850vpd; 

• Haines Road-2130vpd; 

• Dawkins Avenue-1550vpd; 

• Murray Road-1720vpd. 

Speed zones on the non-developed sections of Conventry Road, Stebonheath Road, Hillier Road and 

Dalkeith are 80km/hr 

Austroads Guidelines recommend that cyclists be separated from traffic when a street carries 3,000 

vehicles per day with a speed of 50km/h; or 5,000 vehicles per day with a speed of 40km/hr. Cyclists 

and motorists can share the roadway when traffic volumes and speeds do not exceed these categories.  

The data provided for the Council road network (displayed in figures 7-12) show that the following 

roadways are not appropriate for vehicles and cyclists to share the road space:  

• Julian Terrace (Figure 9); 

• Reid Street (Figure 9);  

• Calton Road (Figure 10); 

• Para Road (Figure 12); and  

• Dawsons Road (Figure 12) 
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Figure 7: Local road traffic volumes and speeds - council wide 

Figure 8: Local road traffic volumes and speeds - blow up 1 
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Figure 10: Local road traffic volumes and speeds - blow up 2 

Figure 9: Local road traffic volumes and speeds - blow up 3 
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Figure 11: Local road traffic volumes and speeds - blow up 4  
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Figure 12: Local road traffic volumes and speeds - blow up 5  
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2.2.3 Bicycle and Pedestrian Crash History 

An examination of the cyclist and pedestrian crash stats for the period 2010-2016 indicates the 

following: 

• A total of 25 accidents involving collisions between vehicles and cyclists were reported in the 

period as shown in Figure 13 

• A total of 18 accidents involving collisions between vehicles and pedestrians were reported in 

the period as shown in Figure 14 

• The majority of accidents were at intersections; 

• Accidents were predominantly on the DPTI arterial road network suggesting exposure to 

higher vehicle volumes is a key risk factor; 

• A total of seven pedestrian accidents and seven cyclist accidents were reported on the local 

road network; 

Cyclist Crash Locations 

Adelaide Road has the highest accident rate for cyclists, most notably at the roundabout at Sixth Street 

and junction at Twelfth Street, possibly related to squeeze points at these intersections. Murray Street 

and Bridge Street between Main North Road and Adelaide Road has the second highest accident rate. 

Three cyclist accidents were reported on Main North Road north of Murray Street and on Barossa 

Valley Way west of Union Street at uncontrolled T Junctions. Calton Road also had three reported 

cyclist accidents at the High Street and East Terrace intersections where limited sight distance a steep 

gradient and moderate vehicle traffic volumes are possible risk factors.  

Two serious cyclist injuries were recorded at the Todd Street/Whitelaw Terrace/Reid Street 

roundabout, a heavy vehicle route used to bypass the town centre.  

Pedestrian Crash Locations 

Murray Street and Bridge Street between Main North Road and Adelaide Road has the highest 

accident rate for pedestrians given increased pedestrian activity levels within the town centre 

precinct. Pedestrian safety in this area should be a high priority. Other sites recording significant 

numbers of pedestrian accidents include at the Todd Street/Whitelaw Terrace/Reid Street 

roundabout, a heavy vehicle moderate volume route just west of the town centre precinct.  

A total of 3 serious pedestrian injuries were recorded over the 6-year period. A serious injury was 

noted on Julian Terrace North of Bridge Street where traffic volumes are high. The pedestrian actuated 

crossing on Adelaide Road just south of Potts Road recorded one serious injury involving a pedestrian, 

with inattention being recorded as the probable cause in police reports. A serious pedestrian injury 

was also recorded on the Adelaide Road exit ramp at the Gawler Bypass interchange adjacent to Trinity 

College, suggesting a pedestrian was not using the grade separated crossing.  
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Figure 13:Crash Locations involving cyclists (2010-2016)  
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Figure 14: Crash Locations involving pedestrians (2010-2016)  
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3. SITE VISITS 

Three site visits were conducted to review the walking and cycling environment and existing active 

transport infrastructure throughout the Town of Gawler. These site visits aimed to assess the safety, 

coherence, directness, comfort and attractiveness of key cycling routes and walking networks. Site 

visits were undertaken on the 16th & 18th June and 19th July. 

Various issues, observations and opportunities were documented on these site visits and are visually 

represented in detail on the following pages (see Appendix A for full list)  

The key re-occurring issues and observations for cyclists determined on the site visits were: 

• Lack of wayfinding 

• Potentially hazardous squeeze points at intersections; 

• Lack of cycling space; 

• Unprotected crossings of busy roads;  

• Narrow foot bridges and access points to shared path network; and 

• Informal/un-sealed paths provide a number of important links in the network – these should 

be converted into formal shared paths. 

The key re-occurring issues and observations for pedestrians determined on site the visits were: 

• Lack of wayfinding 

• Narrow and poorly maintained footpaths; 

• Non-compliant kerb ramps; 

• Temporary footpath clutter (including sandwich boards and shop displays) 

• Permanent footpath obstructions such as stobie poles in the centre of a narrow footpath  

• Wide commercial driveway crossings resulting in a long distance for pedestrians to cross 

traffic; 

• Crossings of busy roads without safe infrastructure;  

• Barriers created by rail corridors; and 

• Poor links to railway stations.  

The key issues are illustrated and spatially represented on the following pages. Issues occurring on the 

State road network are differentiated and will require liaising with DPTI for resolutions.  
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4. WORKSHOPS 

Two workshops were undertaken by the Town of Gawler, InfraPlan and Civil & Environmental 

Solutions which presented key findings to date and reviewed the issues and opportunities identified 

from the site visits. Both workshops were held at the Gawler Administration Centre on 14 July. 

The first workshop involved representatives of the following stakeholders: 

• Town of Gawler Staff;  

• City of Playford Council;  

• Light Regional Council; 

• Barossa Council; and 

• Barossa Regional Development Agency.  

The second workshop involved the following key user groups: 

• Town of Gawler staff 

• Gawler Wheelers;  

• Heart Foundation Walking Group; 

• Gawler Bushwalkers; and 

• Bicycle Institute of South Australia (BISA) 

Participants were encouraged to provide input on behalf of their group or from a user perspective.  A 

full list of identified issues is provided in Appendix B, and some reoccurring themes are listed below:  

• There is a lack of wayfinding throughout the township; 

• The Jack Bobridge trail terminates near the eastern Council boundary – connections are 

required into the Town Centre and also the Bike Hub; 

• The Stuart O’Grady bikeway is difficult to access and needs to be linked to existing shared path 

network; 

• There is a lack of cycling facilities to, from and around schools;  

• There is lack of footpath connectivity and unsafe intersections around Gawler Green and 

Gawler District School Precinct (Tulloch & Barnett Roads) 

• Access to Trinity College is difficult and hazardous – particularly across Main North 

Road/Gawler Bypass 

• Preparation is underway for increase in cycling tourism – including future cycling hub and end 

of trip facilities 

• Gawler Greenway development -  should be completed in conjunction with rail electrification  

• Access to train stations is confusing and difficult 
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5. KEY ISSUES AND PRIORITIES  

The findings presented in the previous Sections have been cross correlated and the following issues 

and opportunities have been identified as priorities. These works should be geared towards then next 

five years and then this Plan updated again.   

Identified priorities 

1. Connect the Jack Bobridge Trail into Gawler Township and the Bike Hub (requires liaising with 

Barossa Council and potentially Concordia developers) 

2. Connect the Stuart O’Grady Bikeway into Gawler Township and the Bike Hub (potential liaising 

with DPTI required) 

3. Connect the Bike Hub to the River Path network 

4. Install safe road crossings where cycling routes cross busy roads (some locations may require 

liaising with DPTI) 

5. Provide wayfinding signage to key destinations (train stations, suburbs, shops, schools, trails, 

recreation facilities) 

6. Improve access to train stations 

7. Improve connections to Trinity College (liaising with DPTI required) 

8. Undertake safety improvements at roundabouts and squeeze points (some locations may 

require liaising with DPTI) 

9. Ensure permeability/crossings in southern growth areas (potential liaising with DPTI required) 

10. Council to continue rolling out new footpath policy i.e. widen to 1.5m (min) 

11. Council to continue rolling out accessibility improvements (kerb ramps & refuges) as already 

completed in and around Murray Street 

12. Install cycling facilities to/from/around schools (potential liaising with DPTI required) 

13. Replace/widen Footbridges – in a prioritised and strategic manner 

14. Provide connections between Reid and Willaston (potential liaising with DPTI required) 

15. Council to ensure that new developments include high quality walking and cycling networks 

that are connected to the designated cycling and walking network 

Refer to Figure 1 (in Section 1) for an illustrated summary of the issues and observations that arose 

throughout the site visits and workshops, interpreted as implementable actions. These will provide 

the foundation for the 2017 Walking and Cycling Network. 

Figure 15 (overleaf) represents the first Draft of the 2017 Cycling Network for further investigation 

and review/comments by council.  

Figure 16 illustrates the 5 and 10-minute walking catchments from train stations overlayed on the 

existing footpath network, and commercial and educational land uses.  This identifies the pedestrian 

focal points and will be further developed in the Draft Plan to identify the 2017 Walking Network and 

prioritise new or upgraded pedestrian infrastructure. 
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Figure 15:DRAFT 2017 cycling network for comment 
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Figure 16: Pedestrian focal areas for 2017 walking network 
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6. APPENDICIES  

6.1 Appendix A: site visit notes 

walking issues 

The main issues identified from a site audit and observations undertaken on 16 & 18 The June 2017 

are summarised below: 

• Many existing footpaths are the 1.2m min as per AustRoads-or less not so good for sharing with 

cyclists under the new riding on footpaths Road Rules; 

• Footpath on west side of Main North Road south of Caravan Park receives a significant pedestrian 

and cyclist demand into town from the caravan park and is too narrow for the number of users; 

• The new footpath on the west side of Main North Road outside Aldi has no link with the existing 

footpath south of Para Road; 

• The footpath on the west side of Main North Road north of Tulloch Road is very narrow and 

discontinues between the Gawler Racecourse southern boundary and Second Street with no 

refuge crossing points to the existing footpath on the east side at the path termination points; 

• There are no facilities for pedestrians to safely cross Main North Road or Tulloch Road at the 

Tulloch Road/Main North Road junction other than an existing Refuge 100m north or an existing 

PAC south of Potts Road; 

• There are a lot of gophers in the area and some drive on the road including Lyndoch Road and on 

the shoulder on Jack Copper Drive; 

• Existing footbridges over South Para River at Apex Park from south end of Bright St, at Whitelaw 

leading to Eighth Street and at Fourteenth Street just south of Lawrence Ave are all non DDA 

compliant and only 0.9-1.2m wide so major constraints for effective shared use; 

• The narrow path on Goose Island between Eighth Street and the shared path at Whitelaw Terrace 

and the narrow bridge over the South Para River are heavily used by peds with prams and 

shopping trollies and ramp approach is too steep and poorly aligned for effective use by wheel 

chairs and gophers. This as a crucial Town Centre bicycle/ped link for people from SW of Ryde 

Street (Evanston & Evanston Gardens) via Hillier/Elizabeth/Railway and also the area west of 

Adelaide Road; 

• There are no footpaths on the Two Wells Road bridge over the Gawler Bypass just 1.8m -2m wide 

on-road bike lanes. 

• Existing pedestrian refuge on Main North Road outside Hewett Shopping Centre north of 

Kingfisher Drive has no links to any path on the western verge. 

• Existing ramps from Trinity College -Clark Road shared path link to existing footpath on bypass 

overbridge steep for pedestrians and steps for peds too steep; 

• Currently no safe pedestrian path link on Main North Road between existing shared path north of 

Kestrel Drive Hewett and Hewett shopping Centre at Kingfisher Drive and to Gawler Town Centre 

• Pedestrians were observed walking up the Gawler bypass embankment at the east end of Angle 

Vale Road and crossing over both bypass carriageways from Angle Vale Road east to Prizibilla 

despite a fence at Prizibilla highly dangerous but there is goat track there-perhaps an underpass 

under the bypass might be in order highly expensive and would require DPTI approval but would 
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service Evanston Gardens nicely in the future. An alternate link via Bypass corridor railway corridor 

into Railway Crescent may be a cheaper option; 

• Incomplete footpath link between Powell Crescent and Cheek Avenue 

cycling issues 

The main issues identified from a site audit undertaken on 16 & 18 The June 2017 are summarised 

below: 

• Many challenges trying to provide a safe pedestrian and cyclist crossing point of Lyndoch Road 

between High Street and Union Street across to the Visitor Centre/ Pioneer Park and proposed 

bicycle hub; 

• Existing footbridges over South Para River at Apex Park from south end of Bright St, at Whitelaw 

leading to Eighth Street and at Fourteenth Street just south of Lawrence Ave are all non DDA 

compliant with steep entrance ramps and only 0.9-1.2m wide so major constraints for effective 

shared use; 

• There are no on-road bike lanes on Two Wells Road south-east of Paternoster Road or the Gawler 

river bridge and the existing footpath on bridge over Gawler river is too narrow for cyclists or 

wheel chairs so a squeeze point; 

• No start and end bike lane signs on Two Wells Road at start and end of lanes; 

• Poor link from end of Stuart O’Grady Way at Sturt Highway ramp Poternaster Road local network 

and Two Wells Road east 

• Existing raised banks at north end of Paternoster Road and south end of Two Wells Road North at 

the closed Roseworthy Railway Line is an impediment to continuing a bicycle or shared path link; 

• No on-road bicycle lanes on Jack Cooper Drive 80km speed zone and Ryde Street 80-50k speed 

zone even though sufficient space; 

• Jack Bodbridge regional shared path terminates on the south side of the rail corridor at Ann Milroy 

Lane; 

• Calton Road east of Sunnydale Avenue is constrained due to roadside vegetation and narrow 

unsealed shoulders and Sunnydale Avenue has unsealed shoulders with many culvert driveways 

and a steep grade to be considered as safe cyclist routes; 

• Existing ramps from Trinity College -Clark Road shared path on Main North Road to existing 

footpath on bypass overbridge too steep for cyclists and steps for peds too step width of footpath 

over bridge is about 1.8m.  

• Several cyclist squeeze points on Adelaide Road bicycle lanes at Fifth and Sixth Street roundabouts 

and at Tenth Street and Bridge Street at South Para River road bridge; 

• Lack of an effective shared path on Bridge Street west across existing South Para road bridge Stage 

6 works and heritage listing on bridge restrict available footpath widths to 1.7m both sides a 

squeeze point for cyclists Squeeze point on Barnet Street bike lane adjacent to Racecourse south 

gate; 

• Currently no bicycle link on Main North Road (Horrocks Hwy) between existing shared path north 

of Kestrel Drive Hewett and Hewett shopping Centre at Kingfisher Drive and Gawler Town Centre; 

• Existing shared path link from Richardson Drive into Reid Reserve is too step and cyclists need to 

dismount; 
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• Existing shared path crossing of Murray Street/First street at Deadmans Pass crossing along South 

Para has poor right-hand sight distance looking south; 

• Existing unsealed shared path between Dawson Road and Trinity College underpass to Greening 

Drive has poor passive surveillance and uninviting for users; 

• lack of safe cycling network on One Tree Hill Road from proposed East link Road to Gawler Town 

Centre to service New residential development currently under construction at this location; 

• Lack of grade separated crossings of Gawler railway line only options Overway Bridge Road (too 

narrow and high volume for sharing with drivers), existing narrow underpass off Beasnell 

Terrace,road network level crossings and existing chicane crossings where cyclists need to 

dismount  

opportunities  

Opportunities for improving pedestrians and cyclist access arising from the site audit are summarised 

below: 

• Provide a new shared path river link between Paternoster Road and Reid Reserve south of 

Jamieson Grove -private land for sale 270m south of Richardson Drive or 50m north of Two Wells 

Road 

• Provide a formal shared path link between Two Wells Road and Paternoster Road by removing 

dirt banks at former Roseworthy Railway line and also provide a connection to the Gawler Belt 

Rail corridor trail via the existing Gawler Bypass underpass-links to Roseworthy Light Regional 

Council  

• Provide a refuge on Lyndoch Road in the existing painted island east of High Street away from 

vehicle conflict points and relocate existing bus stop and shelter on north side further east of 

Union St;  

• Extend the Jack Bobridge shared path along the rail corridor from Anne Milroy Lane to the existing 

shared path at the north end of Sunnydale Avenue; 

• Encourage Gosford street north of Ryde and Beasnell Terrace as an alternate town centre link over 

rail corridor from Evanston Gardens and Reid to avoid squeeze on Over Way Bridge road route; 

• Provide on-road bicycle lanes or a shared path on Hillier Road Hillier and Angle Vale Road Evanston 

Gardens between Karbeethan Reserve and Jack Copper Drive services PS and existing PAC, 

Community Centre and Hillier Village; 

• Provide an off-road shared path along Dawson Road to link Clarke Road with Gawler Green 

Shopping Centre and Gawler Super School/ College. 

• Provide a shared path along the existing drainage reserve along Council boundary to east of Main 

North Road and also extend on eastern verge to Murray Road; 

• Consider cutting back existing embankment on west side of First Street on bend at Gawler 

Terrace/Deadmans Pass; 

• Consider raising the existing shared path level at the existing Deadmans Pass ford to enable access 

during moderate river flows 

• Provide a 1.8m footpath on the west side of Main North Road between Murray Road and Dawkins 

Avenue and link to the existing refuge at Kingfisher Drive and provide an additional shared path 
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link from Hewett to Willaston across Main North Road and an associated refuge at Dawkins 

Avenue 

• Consider a new dedicated shared path footbridge on upstream western side of Bridge street 

bridge with links to existing River shared path on east side and on road bike lane on Adelaide Road; 

• Consider providing 1.8m sealed shoulders on One Tree Hill Road from the proposed East link Road 

to First Street; 

• Extend the existing path from Powell Crescent through the private subdivision to Cheek Avenue 

as part of a Special Charge Scheme to land owners and create a formal access easement; 

• Consider providing a 3m shared path or a 2m wide footpath on the western verge of Main North 

Road from Murray Street to Paxton Road including a link to existing refuges on Paxton and MNR 

near caravan park; 

• Where space permits widen all existing footpaths below 1.2m to 1.8m to provide a safer shared 

use environment for inexperienced cyclists wheelchairs pedestrians and gophers 

• Extend existing Gawler Recreational shared path network along Gawler River from Reid Reserve 

to Evanston Gardens and Hillier at least to Elliot Road with links to Hillier Road and Evanston 

Gardens at Karbeethen Reserve and via Clifford Road; 

• Progressively implement bicycle and pedestrian links to the Springwood Development network; 

• Consider additional east-west links over or under Gawler Bypass and Gawler railway line; 

• Provide a continuous shared path on the western verge of Main North Road/Adelaide Road 

between the existing PAC at Potts Road and Twenty Second Street including the provision of a 

signalised pedestrian crossing at Tulloch Street associated with a signalised junction treatment 

and additional refuges on Adelaide Road at First and Second Streets; 

• Consider encouraging Thirteenth and Eight Streets as preferred Town Centre cycling routes in lieu 

of Adelaide Road with provision for an off-road cycle link/ramp at the Nineteenth Street /Adelaide 

Road/Fifth Street roundabout and refuges on Twelfth Street; 

• Provide a raised shared path on both sides of the bridge on Two Wells Road over the Gawler 

Bypass; 

• Widen the Gawler River bridge on Two Wells Road to accommodate raised shared paths or bicycle 

lanes and extend existing bicycle lanes to Ryde Street/Jack Cooper Drive. 
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6.2 Appendix B: workshop notes 

MISSING LINKS/CONNECTIONS  

Rivers shared paths  

• Many tourists use shared river paths – connections to Gawler visitor centre and future bike 

hub are important  

o Linking town centre to tourist routes and reinforcing as cycling hub for tourists in the 

region (cycling hub to open within the next 3 months) 

• Shared path access points are poor  

o Often access is through laneways, private land/driveways or car parks  

o Can be steep and narrow  

o Wayfinding is required  

• Shared path network needs to feed into destinations including: 

o Bike hub & visitor centre  

o Town centre/Murray street  

o Train stations  

o Schools  

o Main north road caravan park   

o Skatepark & youth recreation area 

o High-profile parks 

Willaston/Reid  

• Willaston to Reid connections 

o Informal path along unused rail corridor is commonly used as trail & crossing point – 

this should be formalised  

o Official way takes a significantly longer time (over 15 mins) 

• Reid park to Paternoster road  

o Once on winkle bridge there is no pedestrian connections  

o Hard to get back to Gawler  

Jack Bobridge & Stuart O’Grady 

• Jack Bobridge connections to rivers shared paths  

o Grade changes  

o Cyclists currently end up on Lyndoch road  

o Signage & sharrows have been installed along local roads – 600m longer compared to 

Lyndoch road  

▪ Would people rather use Lyndoch road because its more direct – even though 

less safe?   

• Possibility for a greenway along the disused rail corridor could connect jack Bobridge to town 

centre 

• Barossa has funding to connect jack Bobridge to Sunnydale avenue – current gap in Jack 

Bobridge on Barossa side 

o Integrate with Concordia development  
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o ‘most complained about cycling issue in Gawler’ 

o 1.3km missing link – if link is provided it brings together 83km of shared path  

• Links from jack Bobridge to Stuart O’Grady are required   

o Currently Gawler acts as separate branch from main tourist spine  

o Angaston - Nurioopta - Tanunda – Lydnoch - Gawler then to City via Stuart O’Grady  

• Stuart O’Grady is a recreational trail and needs to be considered as a destination 

o Needs parking locations as people with children don’t want to make them ride on-

road through the city 

Other 

• Walking track from dead man’s pass to Parra wirra not built  

• Powell drive – no connection – using private driveway to cheek avenue 

• Gawler greenway should be a high priority to provide a north-south alternative to MNR – will 

act as backbone  

• Links to Kapunda can be created along disused Roseworthy rail corridor  

o Important to service new development at Kapunda (old TAFE) 

• Links to Xavier college required  

CROSSING ISSUES  

Road Crossings 

• Need connections across Jack Cooper Drive  

• Lyndoch and Calton road are both impossible to cross  

o No refuges at all on Lyndoch road?  

• East terrace/Calton road intersection hard to cross  

• No refuges on MNR near Willaston/Hewett 

• Uncomfortable crossings leaving Gawler central station to access town centre 

• Stuart O’Grady to cycling hub requires crossing Murray road north – no crossing 

• Lack of PAC’s for left turning lanes makes it hard for big walking groups  

o Some are confused about who gives way 

Rail Crossings 

• Informal roads near the football club/oval provide some connections between Reid and 

Willaston  

o Informal crossings of rail corridor are common due to lack of permeability and formal 

crossings  

• Rail electrification – are maze crossings still compliant once electrified? 

 

River Crossings 

• Willaston bridge not wide enough for pedestrians and cyclists 

• Goose island/ walker place foot bridge is of high importance – near end of life 

o Asset management footbridge funding  

o Walker place has a concept plan? 
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o Connectivity between goose island and walker place important for events – potential 

car access required 

WAYFINDING 

• Connecting suburbs to town centre – needs to be signed and well connected to destinations  

• Getting to Stuart O’Grady requires wayfinding – access is not intuitive  

o Impossible to get to Stuart O’Grady as a pedestrian 

• Hard to access train stations by bike 

o Gawler central bike lockers require turning around a sharp corner (near vet) 

• Locations of river crossings and busy road crossings should be signed 

• Gawler Central station to Willaston needs to be signed  

• Lots of ‘if you know to go this way it’s easier’ – not good for tourism  

o Signage needed to show best route 

GROWTH AREAS & DEVELOPMENT 

• Connections through gully environments in new developments 

o gullies can be used as recreational trails in Gawler east 

• Gawler East Link road will have bike lanes  

o Not sure about cycling connections along Potts road  

• No good connections to new Evanston south and Evanston gardens developments  

o Both rely on development of Gawler greenway  

• Connections from Evanston gardens 

o This development is trapped between high vol. roadways and rail corridor  

o Need more connections across – under and over  

STREETSCAPE/DESIGN 

• Cul-de-sacs near open space need to be permeable for pedestrians and cyclists  

• Elected members don’t want to tell traders to move their sandwich boards 

o Obstructs path for vision impaired 

• Complaints from people with prams and gophers about positioning of stobie poles on 

footpaths 

• No seating or street furniture along rivers shared paths  

• Footpaths down Gawler green are in poor condition  

o Western side of Adelaide road  

• Lack of end of trip facilities act as a deterrent for cyclists  

• Facilities should be a requirement for all new development  

HOT SPOTS 

• Tulloch road near schools, Aldi, Bunnings and Coles etc. is a traffic nightmare 

o No cycling connections at all in Tulloch road school precinct – whole area is a state 

gov. outcome 

• Barnett and Tulloch road are confusing and need to be considered as one intersection to be 

understood  
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• Daly street/Lyndoch road intersection is busy due to school drop offs  

TOURISM  

• Bigger picture: should align with tourist routes in Claire and the Adelaide hills  

o Electric bikes must be considered as people can ride these to the hills routes 

• Tourist route: train to Gawler central – Gawler central to visitor centre/bike hub - visitor 

centre/bike hub to shared paths or regional routes by bike  

• Businesses want to enter tourist bike market 

o Economic opportunity of recreational tourism should be realised  

• Some tourist accommodation has been approved but is on hold  

BEHAVIOUR/EDUCATION  

• Cyclists scare elderly residents on shared paths  

o Worst in tour down under  

• Education should be a part of new bike hub facility  

o Community group mentoring  

• Need to know and be confident to ride on Murray street and claim space  

o Education is important  

 

IMPORTANT INFO  

• Recently adjusted 1.2m footpath requirements to 1.5m  

• Speed will be reduced on Coventry Rd near Orleana Waters development 

• Calton Rd will change to 50/60km near council boundary  

VISIONS AND OBJECTIVES  

• Post shared path implementation: many tourists use shared river paths – vision statement has 

been achieved to a degree  

• Health and environmental benefits need to be included  

• Child friendly and aging strategies – to review and include alignment in vision/objectives  

• Community plan vision statement – mention of community cohesion – should be included in 

plan 
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6.3 Appendix C: strategic document review  

Evanston Gardens Development Plan Amendment Traffic Assessment  

The traffic assessment projects up to an additional 6800vpd from the ultimate development most of 

which are projected to be work trips to Adelaide and the northern suburbs via Angle Vale Road and 

the Northern Expressway and via Jack Cooper Drive Gawler Bypass /Main North Road. 

Additional Gawler Town Centre and Gawler Green shopping trips and Gawler Super School and Trinity 

College trips would also be envisaged and hence additional vehicular bicycle and pedestrian trips 

would be anticipated on Jack Cooper Drive/ Ryde Street and Clarke Road/Dawson Road/Para Road 

and potentially the existing informal shared path link to Trinity College. 

Several new roundabouts are proposed on Angle Vale Road and at the junction of Jack Cooper 

Drive/Hillier Road and additional internal subdivision and on road shared bicycle and pedestrian 

networks will be provided along Angle Vale Road/ Hillier Road/Jack Cooper Drive/Gawler Bypass 

western verge/Clarke Road and Dawson Road. 

Gawler Transport and Traffic Management Plan 

The study has modelled traffic projections from various growth scenarios up to the year 2038 for the 

arterial road network and projects significant traffic growth on Lyndoch Road (13000-18000vpd 

increase), Calton Road (10,000-13,000 vpd increase) and the proposed East Link Road (18000vpd 

increase) and moderate increases on Murray Street Bridge Street and Twelfth Street (2000vpd 

increase). 

This significant increase in vehicular traffic would suggest an increased safety risk to vulnerable road 

users particularly using Calton Road, Lyndoch Road and the East Link road. 

Town Centre Masterplan and Urban Development Framework 

The UDF was developed in response to the announcement that the Town of Gawler will receive federal 

funding to revitalise its CBD. The document outlines the communities desire for a more vibrant town 

centre that appropriately incorporates mixed-use developments within the areas of historical 

character. Increasing residential development within the town centre and creating walkable 

neighbourhoods are key objectives of the framework. Amendments to the existing planning policy are 

required to enable this vision. 

Springwood Master Plan 

This document outlines a considerable internal shared path and recreation trail network with linkages 

to the Deadmans Pass shared path network, Jack Bobridge Way and the provision of a shared path on 

Calton Road. 

Gawler East Link Road  

The proposed East Link Road will provide a new staged divided road with one lane in each direction a 

wide central median and 1.5m wide on road bicycle lanes in each direction providing a link between 

the Springwood Development and Main North Road at Tiver Road with an initial route terminating at 

Potts Road with an associated intersection upgrade at the Main North Road/Potts Road junction and 

a new roundabout at the junction with One Tree Hill Road. 
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Ultimately the road will cater for some traffic from the future Concordia Development in the Barossa 

Council area with potential AADT volumes of up to 18000vpd. 

Recreation and Open Space Plans 

The Barossa Light and Lower North Region Open Space Recreation and Public Realm Strategy 2013 

and Gawler Open Space Sport and Recreation Plan 2025 advocate regional linkages to key regional 

recreation nodes including a recreational trail along the Gawler River. 

Issues Arising 

The key walking and cycling issues arising from these strategies are summarised below: 

• The updated walking and cycling plan will need to include provision for these new linkages; 

• Any facilities on Calton Road, Lyndoch Road and the East Link Road would need to be off-road 

shared facilities due to the significant traffic volume and steep grades, and additional refuges 

would be required to afford safer crossing points for vulnerable road users; 

• The Evanston Gardens Development is likely to trigger the need for off-road shared paths or sealed 

shoulder bicycle lanes on Jack Cooper Drive and Ryde Street. 
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